SHERIFF COURT OF GRAMPIA N, HIGHLAN D AND ISLANDS AT ABERDEE N

ABE-B336-17
JUDGMENT OF SHERIFF ANDREW MILLER

In the cause
ANDREW MILNE and MRS ROSEMARY MILNE, Spouses, East Mains of Crichie,
Stuartfield , Aberdeens hire, AB42 SDY
Pursuers
Against
STUARTFIELD WINDPOW ER LIMITED, a company incorporat ed under the
Companie s Acts and having a place of business at 1 East Craibstone Street, Aberdeen,
AB116YQ
Defender

Pursuers: Mr JCampbell QC
Defender: Mr JFindlay QC

ABERDEEN: 10 May 2018.

Findings in Fact

The sheriff, having resumed considerat ion of the cause, Finds the following facts admitted
or proved, namely:

1)

The pursuers ('Mr and Mrs Milne') are spouses and ordinarily reside at East Mains of
Crichie, Stuartfield , Mintlaw, Aberdeens hire AB42 SDY, which they own.

2)

The defender is a limited company having its registered office at 1 East Craibstone
Street, Aberdeen and a place of business at West Knock Farm, Stuartfield, Mintlaw,
Aberdeens hire AB42 SDJ.
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3)

This court has jurisdiction.

4)

West Knock Farm is owned by Mr Albert Howie, whose family also controls the
defender.

5)

East Mains of Crichie is a smallholding of about five acres. The dwellinghouse there
has four bedrooms and is one and a half storeys high. The master bedroom is at the
rear of the property facing east, generally towards West Knock Farm and the wind
turbines situated there. The dwellinghouse has double glazed windows throughout.
The property has a number of outbuildings including stables for horses owned by
Mrs Milne and a field in which the horses are exercised.

6)

Mrs Milne owns a number of horses and competes in equestrian events.

7)

The pursuers purchased East Mains of Crichie in 2001 and moved there from
Aberdeen city centre in 2001 in order to be nearer to their parents and so that Mrs
Milne could keep her horses there.

8)

Mrs Milne gave up work as a microbiologist in about 2010 order to spend more time
at East Mains of Crichie with her horses.

9)

Planning consent was granted to the defender on 20 April 2011 for the construction
of three wind turbines ('the turbines') at West Knock Farm.

10)

The planning consent was subject to a number of conditions including planning
condition 17, which was in the following terms:
At wind speeds not exceeding 12 metres per second, as measured or
"17.
calculated at a height of 10 metres above ground level at the site, the noise level
generated by the wind turbine cluster at any noise sensitive premises shall not
exceed:
a)

During night hours, (2300 - 0700), 38 dB LA 90 (10 minutes) or the night hours
LA 90 (10 minutes) background noise level plus 5 dBA, whichever is the greater,
and;
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b)

Duri ng dayt ime hour s, (0700 - 2300), 35 dB LA
90 (10 minu tes) or the dayt ime
hour s LA 90 (10 minu tes) back grou nd noise level
plus 5 dBA whic heve r is the
great er.

Reas on: In orde r to ensu re that neig hbou ring
resid entia l prop ertie s are prote cted
from unac cepta bly high level s of addi tiona l noise
arisi ng from the oper ation of the
turbi nes."

11)

The purs uers recei ved no form al notification
of the defe nder 's appl icati on for
plan ning perm issio n for the turbi nes and were
unaw are of the preci se locat ions
chos en for the turbi nes until cons truct ion comm ence
d.

12)

On beco ming awar e of the prop osed location of
the turbi nes the purs uers did not
comp lain or attem pt to inter vene to prev ent cons
truct ion of the turbi nes.

13)

The turbi nes were cons truct ed durin g 2011 and comm
issio ned on 7 Nov emb er 2011.

14)

The turbi nes were man ufac tured by Enercon. They
are each appr oxim ately 80 metr es
in heig ht to blad e tip.

15)

The turbi nes each have three blad es attac hed to a
centr al hub. The blad es tum when
the wind blow s again st them . The turbi nes are desig
ned so that the orien tatio n of the
hub to whic h the blad es are attac hed chan ges acco
rding to the wind direc tion, with
the resul t that the turbi ne blad es alwa ys face into
the wind . The turni ng of the blad es
gene rates electricity whic h has a financial valu e to
the defe nder .

16)

The actio n of the blad es turn ing unde r wind
pow er also gene rates aero dyna mic
noise, as disti nct from any mech anica l noise arisi
ng from the oper ation of the turbi ne
mech anism .

17)

Wes t Knock Farm , wher e the turbi nes are situa
ted, is an expo sed, rural location
whic h is frequ ently subje ct to stron g wind .
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18)

equal, the
The stronge r the wind blows against the turbine blades, other things being
more quickly the blades tum.

19)

is the
The more quickly the blades tum, other things being equal, the greater
output to
electrical power output of the turbine s and hence the financial value of that
the defend er.

20)

is the
The more quickly the blades tum, other things being equal, the louder
aerody namic noise emitted by the turbines.

21)

million,
The cost to the defend er of constru cting the turbine s was approx imately £3.5
Farm.
all of which was borrow ed in terms of a loan secure d on West Knock
loan is
Approx imately £1.4 million of the loan remain s outstan ding. The outstan ding
expect ed to be repaid within 10 to 12 years.

22)

of the
The defend er has a 15-year contrac t with Enerco n for the mainte nance
s.
turbine s. This represe nts an ongoin g cost to the defend er of operat ing the turbine

23)

from the
The defend er also has a numbe r of other ongoin g financial costs arising
operati on of the turbine s.

24)

on pro
The relative positio ns of East Mains of Crichie and the turbine s are shown
6/30/30 Google map, on which East Mains of Crichie is marked '9.'

25)

imately
The neares t turbine to East Mains of Crichie ('turbin e 1') is situate d approx
the turbine
477 yards (436 metres ) northe ast of the dwellin ghouse there, the base of
.
being no more than 8 metres higher than the ground level of the dwellin ghouse

26)

they were
The turbine s were operat ed for the first time on 7 Novem ber 2011, when
was in the
tested at high speed ('the high speed test'). On that occasion Mrs Milne
horses. Mr
ground s of her proper ty at East Mains of Crichie, exercis ing one of her
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Milne was working offshore. No prior notice had been given to Mrs Milne of the
high speed test.
27)

During the high speed test the blades of turbine 1 were rotated at high speed, which
generated a loud noise for approximatel y a minute, after which a braking system was
applied, which generated a different, very loud noise similar in character to the noise
of a jet aircraft. The noise emitted by the turbines during this high speed test was
frightening to Mrs Milne and to her horse, which bolted.

28)

A further high speed test of turbine 1 was carried out later on 7 November 2011, with
the same results. The noise emitted during the second test was again frightening to
Mrs Milne and to her horse.

29)

On 8 November 2011 Mrs Milne approached a member of Enercon staff who was
working in the vicinity of turbine 1 and complained about the noise emitted by the
turbines during the high speed test the previous day. As a result Mrs Milne has
received prior notice from Enercon of all subsequent high speed tests of the turbines,
although on some occasions the period of notice has been as short as 30 minutes.

30)

Similar high speed testing of the each of the turbines, with similar results in terms of
the volume and character of the noise emitted, has been conducted on three or four
occasions each year since the first such test on 7 November 2011. Each testing period
lasts around half a day.

31)

After the first high speed test of the turbines on 7 November 2011 the turbines
commenced routine operation under wind power.

32)

Under routine operation the turbines emit noise of a volume and character which is
disturbing to Mr and Mrs Milne.
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33)

The volume of the noise emitted by the turbines is frequently loud and intrusive to
Mr and Mrs Milne' s domestic routines and activities. The volume of the noise
emitted by the turbines can unexpectedly drop and, having dropped, can
unexpectedly resume at an intrusive level. The noise emitted by the turbines is often
clearly audible within the grounds of the pursuers' property and is sometimes
audible within their house even with the double glazed windows closed.

34)

The character of the noise emitted by the turbines varies from high frequency
rhythmic 'blade swish' corresponding to the rotation of the blades to continuous
lower frequency noise. The noise often pulses in time with the rotation of the turbine
blades. The frequency of the pulses increases with the strength of the wind and hence
the speed of rotation. Gusts of wind can result in sudden, sharp, particularly loud
pulses of noise. The noise can be maintained at an intrusive level for long periods of
time, extending to days at a time, depending on the wind conditions.

35)

The volume and character of the noise emitted by the turbines changes with the
strength of the wind.

36)

The turbines emit noise of the volume and character described in the preceding
findings in fact constantly except when the wind drops to a level at which the turbine
blades do not rotate, or only rotate slowly.

37)

The noise emitted by the turbines has been disturbing to Mrs Milne. She became
more upset and emotional as time went on due to the impact of the noise from the
turbines on her peace of mind and quality of life. She experienced difficulty
concentrating and became irritable and unable to relax as a result of the volume and
character of the noise emitted by the turbines.
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38)

From approximately 1991 until January 2017 Mr Milne worked offshore in the oil
industry on a four week on/ four week off rotation. This limited his exposure to the
noise emitted by the turbines during the period after they were commissioned in
November 2011, although during his periods onshore Mr Milne has experienced the
same general level of intrusion from the noise emitted by the turbines as Mrs Milne.

39)

Until February 2017 Mrs Milne spent a significant proportion of her time at East
Mains of Crichie outdoors exercising, riding or tending to her horses. The noise
emitted by the turbines has been particularly intrusive in relation to her domestic
routines and quality of life whilst she has been undertaking these activities.

40)

As a result of the noise emitted by the turbines Mrs Milne has been unable to sleep in
the master bedroom of the house at East Mains of Crichie since approximately
November 2012. Since then she has had to sleep in a bedroom at the opposite side of
the house.

41)

Mr Milne's sleeping arrangements have also been affected by the noise emitted by
the turbines. He has refused to move to a different bedroom and continues to sleep in
the master bedroom when he is at East Mains of Crichie. However he is only able to
sleep in that bedroom with the window closed, in contrast to his longstanding
practice of sleeping with his bedroom window open.

42)

One component of the noise emitted by the turbines is amplitude modulation (' AM'),
a phenomenon whereby the level of noise generated by the passing of the turbine
blades through the air fluctuates periodically over time.

43)

Different forms of AM are associated with the operation of wind turbines. One form
(normal AM ('NAM')) is associated with the high-frequency 'blade swish' arising
from the rotation of the turbine blades. Other forms of AM ('other AM ('OAM'))
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associated with wind turbines are less well understood but include a form of OAM
which results from the turbine blades coming into contact with the surrounding air
at too flat an angle, resulting in the generation of low-frequency 'thumping' noises at
locations distant from the turbine. Scientific knowledge in relation to AM as it
pertains to the operation of wind turbines is a developing field.
44)

AM is present within the noise emitted by the turbines situated at West Knock Farm.

45)

In 2012 Mrs Milne began to keep diary entries describing the noise emitted by the

turbines. She maintained that practice each year until the end of 2016.
46)

Mrs Milne wrote to Aberdeenshire Council Environmental Health Department on 7
January 2012 expressing her concerns about the noise emitted by the turbines. That
II

letter made reference to almost constant noise pollution" from the turbines and
II

complained about the acoustic character" of the turbine noise as well as its volume.
47)

Prior to that letter Mr and Mrs Milne had not made any complaint about the location
of the turbines and had never made any formal complaint of any kind to any
officials.

48)

Prior to the commissioning of the turbines Mr and Mrs Milne had considered
installing a domestic wind turbine at East Mains of Crichie. They subsequently
decided not to install any such turbine on their property.

49)

Subsequent to her letter of 7 January 2012 Mrs Milne maintained correspondence by
letter and email with Aberdeenshire Council and other organisations and individuals
in relation to her concerns about the noise emitted by the turbines. She also carried
out research into issues relating to wind turbine noise.

50)

In response to the concerns expressed by Mrs Milne about the noise emitted by the

turbines, Aberdeenshire Council served an Abatement Notice on the defender on 11
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December 2013 under section 80 of the Environmental Protection Act 1990.
Proceedings at Peterhead Sheriff Court, initiated by the defender, followed. Those
proceedings are presently sisted.
51)

In November 2016 Mr Milne took up a temporary assignment with his employer
based onshore in Surrey. He commenced work in Surrey in January 2017. His
assignment there is due to come to an end in November 2018.

52)

Mrs Milne chose to relocate with her horses to Surrey in February 2017 in order to
get away from the noise emitted by the turbines. She presently lives with Mr Milne
in Surrey and her horses are stabled near to the rented property where they currently
live.

53)

Mr and Mrs Milne expect to return to live at East Mains of Crichie when Mr Milne' s
assignment in Surrey comes to an end.

54)

Mrs Milne' s state of mind and emotional wellbeing have improved since she moved
to Surrey. That improvement is due to the fact that, whilst resident in Surrey, she is
not subject to the noise emitted by the turbines.

55)

Solicitors acting for the pursuers served a notice on the defender on or about 14
January 2017 under section 82 of the Environmental Protection Act 1990. That notice
asserted that the frequency, character, duration and repetition of the noise emitted by
the turbines gave rise to a statutory nuisance within the meaning of that Act.

56)

As at Sunday 11 February 2018, when Mr and Mrs Milne returned to East Mains of
Crichie in order to attend the proof in these proceedings, there was no abatement of
the volume or character of the noise emitted by the turbines which was noticeable to
them.
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57)

The volume of the noise emitted by the turbines has always complied with the limits
imposed by planning condition 17.

58)

Planning condition 17 relates only to the volume and not to the character of the noise
emitted by the turbines.

Findings in Fact and Law

1)

The combined effect of the volume and character of the noise emitted by the turbines
situated on the defender's land at West Knock Farm would not be tolerated by a
reasonable person and amounts to a nuisance at common law.

2)

The combined effect of the volume and character of the noise emitted by the turbines
situated on the defender's land at West Knock Farm amounts to a statutory nuisance
within the meaning of section 79(1)(g) of the Environmental Protection Act 1990.

3)

The pursuers are persons aggrieved by the existence of a statutory nuisance for the
purposes of section 82(1) of the Environmental Protection Act 1990 as a result of the
combined effect of the volume and character of the noise emitted by the turbines
situated on the defender's land at West Knock Farm.

Findings in Law

1)

The pursuers being persons aggrieved by the existence of a statutory nuisance for the
purposes of section 82(1) of the Environmental Protection Act 1990, the court is
required to make an order in terms of and for the purposes set out in section 82(2) of
that Act.
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Interloc utor

The sheriff, having resume d conside ration of the cause: Repels the pleas in law
for the
defende r; Sustains the pursuer s' first and third pleas in law and the pursuer s' second
plea in
law with the exceptio n of the words "prejud icial to health and;" Grants the pursuer
s' first
crave and in terms thereof Finds and declares that the pursuer s are aggriev ed
by the
existence of a statutor y nuisanc e caused and permitt ed by the defende r, namely the emissio
n
of noise from the operatio n of machine ry, being three Enercon E48 wind turbines
of 79.6m
overall height to blade tip located in a field on West Knock Farm, Mintlaw , Peterhe
ad AB42
SDJ being the defende r's premise s; Continu es conside ration of the pursuer s' remaini
ng
craves and Assigns 30 May 2018 at 11 :30am within Aberde en Sheriff Court, Civil
Annexe,
Queen Street, Aberde en as a hearing thereon .

NOTE:
Genera l backgro und

[1]

In this summa ry applicat ion the pursuer s allege the existenc e of a statutor y nuisanc
e
in terms of section 79 of the Environ mental Protecti on Act 1990 ('the 1990 Act') by
virtue of noise emanat ing from wind turbines operate d by the defende r, which stand
on land in the vicinity of the pursuer s' home in rural Aberdee nshire. In this
judgme nt, unless the context indicate s otherwi se, the three wind turbines owned by
the defende r, with which these proceed ings are concern ed, are simply referred to as
'the turbines .'

[2]

The pursuer s crave a declarat or that they are 'proper ly aggriev ed' by the commis sion
of a statutor y nuisanc e (crave 1) and an order in terms of section 82(2) of the 1990 Act
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requiring the defender to abate the nuisance, prohibiti ng a recurrenc e of the nuisance
and requiring the defender to execute any necessary conseque ntial works (craves 2, 3
and 4). The defender opposed the pursuer's craves on the basis that they had failed
to establish the existence of a statutory nuisance (defende r's pleas in law 8, 9 and 10)
and also on a number of technical grounds which were ultimatel y not insisted upon.

[3]

The matter called before me for proof and I heard evidence on 13, 15 and 16 February
2018. I thereafte r heard legal submissi ons on 12 March 2018, after which I made
avizandum.

[4]

Both of the pursuers gave evidence. They also called Mr Terry Poole, the proprieto r
of another property in the vicinity of the turbines, and two skilled witnesse s in the
field of acoustics, namely Dr Matthew Cand and Mr Dick Bowdler. The defender
called Mr George Howie, the son of the owner of the farm on which the turbines
stand, and a skilled witness, namely Mr Cameron Sutherlan d.

[5]

The evidence from skilled witnesse s in relation to acoustics was detailed,
complica ted and related to highly technical matters under reference to numerou s
technical reports, not all of which were consider ed in detail beyond their conclusio ns.
A significan t proportio n of the technical evidence was also concerne d with
examinin g differences of opinion within the field of acoustics as to the (apparen tly
evolving) issue of how the impact of noise from wind turbines on individu als ought
to be assessed. However it is clear to me that the technical evidence was ultimatel y of
limited significance in the context of the fundame ntal issue which was before the
court for determin ation, namely whether the pursuers had discharge d the burden on
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them of provin g that noise from the turbin es gave rise to a statuto
ry nuisan ce within
the meani ng of Section 79 of the 1990 Act. For the reason s given
below , I have come
to the view that the non-te chnica l eviden ce given by the witnes
ses of fact is of the
greate r signifi cance in the contex t of these procee dings and that
the case ultima tely
turns on the non-te chnica l eviden ce, which I have theref ore summ
arised in some
detail. Howe ver, given that most of the proof was conce rned
with the technical
eviden ce, and havin g regard to the compl ex nature of that eviden
ce, I have also felt it
necess ary to summ arise that eviden ce in some detail.

[6]

I have chose n to summ arise the eviden ce under the genera l
headin gs of nontechnical eviden ce and technical eviden ce, rather than dealin
g in tum with the
eviden ce led by the pursu ers and then with that led by the defend
er. The eviden ce
was record ed by a shorth and writer and the notes can be extend
ed should that
becom e necess ary.

Non-technical eviden ce
Mr and Mrs Milne

[7]

Both of the pursu ers gave eviden ce.

Mr Milne is aged 49 and emplo yed as a

produ ction team leader in the oil indust ry.

Mrs Milne is aged 49 and was a

micro biolog ist based at Aberd een Royal Infirm ary until she
gave up that
emplo yment in aroun d 2010 in order to spend more time at East
Mains of Crichie
with her horses . Mr and Mrs Milne purch ased East Mains of Crichi
e in 2001. They
moved there from their previo us home in the centre of Aberd een.
They marrie d in
2003.
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General matters

[8]

Mr and Mrs Mime moved from Aberde en City to East Mains of Crichie in 2001 in
order to be closer to their parents, all of whom lived in Aberdee nshire, and in order
to facilitate Mrs Mime's interest in horses and equestr ian eventin g. The couple still
own the propert y at East Mains of Crichie and conside r it to be their home.
Howeve r, they are tempora rily living in Surrey at present. Mr Mime took up an
assignm ent with his employ ers in Surrey in Novem ber 2016, which he anticipa tes
will last until approxi mately Novem ber 2018, althoug h the assignm ent is due for
review in June 2018 and may come to an end earlier. Mr Mime moved to Surrey in
January 2017 and Mrs Mime joined him in Februar y 2017. Mrs Mime's horses are
tempora rily stabled close to their rented accomm odation in Surrey.

[9]

Mr Mime's current assignm ent allows him to live at home. Howeve r, prior to that he
had worked on offshore rotation in the oil industry since the age of 21, includin g a
period of 10 years prior to his move to Surrey working 4 weeks on/4 weeks off in
Azerbaijan.

[10]

The propert y at East Mains of Crichie was built in 1990 or 1991 and compris es a
detache d dwellin g house with separate stables and an exercise yard for Mrs Mime's
horses, all set in five acres of ground, approxi mately 400 metres from the nearest
road. It is a detache d dwellin g house on two floors with two public rooms, four
bedroom s, front and back doors and a patio. It is double glazed. The google map
produce d as 6/30/30 shows the position of the three turbines relative to the
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surroun ding propert ies includin g East Mains of Crichie, which is marked number
9
on the plan. The red icon denotes the position of the house. The number 9 shows the
position of an exercise "arena" for Mrs Milne's horses. The light coloure d rectangl
e
immedi ately to the right (east) of the house is a field which is include d in the
grounds . Other local domesti c propert ies are marked on the map. None of those
propert ies have been visited by Mr or Mrs Milne in order to assess wind turbine
noise at those locations. The turbines are located along the light coloure d track
running general ly southw est to northea st in the centre of the photogr aph. Turbine
1
is at the extreme left of the track. It is a agreed in paragra ph 6 of the joint minute of
agreem ent that turbine 1 is approxi mately 477 yards (436m) from the pursuer s'
house. The land slopes upward s from East Mains of Crichie to turbine 1, though Mr
and Mrs Milne were at odds as to the resultin g height difference. In any event, it is
agreed in paragra ph 6 of the joint minute of agreem ent that turbine 1 is "betwee n Orn
and 8m higher AOD that East mains of Crichie House." I take this to be a referenc e to
the elevatio n of the base of the turbine, as I heard evidenc e that the turbines are each
some 80m in height. I underst and the express ion 'AOD' to mean 'above ordinan ce
datum,' which I underst and to be another way of saying 'above sea level.' Turbine
2

is located slightly to the left (southea st) of the crossroa ds in the centre of the aerial
photogr aph. The land slopes upward s, by an unspeci fied height, between turbines
1
and 2. The crossro ads in the centre of the photogr aph appears to mark the brow of
the hill on which the turbines stand, and turbine 3 is located to the right (northea st)
of the crossroa ds, slightly over the brow of the hill and therefor e at a slightly lower
altitude than turbine 2.
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[ 11 J

Mr and Mrs Milne did not receive any formal notification of either an application for
planning permission to erect the turbines or the grant of that application . The only
prior notice they received was in around 2009, when a man attended at East Mains of
Crichie and requested permission to install a noise monitor on their land in
connection with a proposal to put up wind turbines nearby. The couple agreed.
They understood from this visit that considerat ion was being given to the
constructio n of wind turbines somewher e in the vicinity. However, they had no idea
that the site of the turbines was to be so close to their property. Mr Milne thought
that the turbines might be installed at the top of the hill on which they currently
stand. Mrs Milne said that her impression was that the proposed site was an entirely
different, and more distant, hill in the vicinity. In due course work began on the
constructio n of the turbines, which was when the Milnes discovered how close the
nearest turbine would be to their property.

[12]

The turbines were constructe d in 2011. Mr and Mrs Milne did not seek to intervene
or object.

They were not opponents of wind turbines.

At that time they gave

considerat ion to installing a domestic wind turbine on their property. As a result of
subsequen t events they have firmly rejected any such notion. The turbines remained
inactive until testing was carried out on 7 November 2011. At that time Mr Milne
was offshore. Mrs Milne was at home. She was with one of her horses preparing for
a riding session when the testing began. The blades of turbine 1 (the turbine closest
to her property) were rotated at very high speed, which generated a loud roar. This
continued for a minute or so, whereupon a braking system was applied, resulting in
a "catastroph ic" noise which she said was like the sound of a military jet. The "jet"
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noise lasted for several seconds. The overall impact was frightening. Her horse
bolted. She screamed towards the turbine to tell the operators to stop what they
were doing, although she recognised that they would not hear her because of the
noise. Turbine 1 was tested again later that day, with precisely the same results in
terms of the noise generated and the impact on her horse, which was again
frightened with the result that she was nearly unseated.

The following day, 8

November, Mrs Milne spoke to an engineer, Jens Schaeffer from Enercon, whom she
understood to be the operators of the turbines.

He was at turbine 1 when she

approached him and complained about the noise from the testing the previous day.
He agreed that the noise from testing can be frightening and said that he would
request that she be given advance notice of testing in future. She has received such
notice of all tests since then, although sometimes that notice has been very short (in
one case a telephone call 30 minutes prior to the testing).

[13]

Mr Milne was offshore at the time of this initial test. He spoke to Mrs Milne by
phone shortly after the test, when she told him what had happened. He described
her as being quite emotional when describing the test and said that she told him that
she couldn't believe the level of noise emitted by the turbine. Mr Milne was at home
during a subsequent high speed test of the turbines and confirmed that what he
heard was firstly a very loud "whooshing" noise from the blades when they were
rotated at high speed and then a very loud "crashing "noise when the brakes were
applied. The test he heard lasted for an hour or so. It appears that each of the
turbines is subjected to a high speed test every year, up to a maximum of three or
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four times per year. Each turbine is tested individually. The testing usually takes
half a day.

[14]

Both Mr and Mrs Milne gave evidence that they assumed that the noise generated by
the turbines during normal operation would be significantly lower than the noise
generated during high speed testing. However, that has not been the case. Given the
significance of this issue I have summarised Mr and Mrs Milne' s evidence about the
volume and character of the noise generated by the routine operation of the turbines
in some detail in a separate section below.

[15]

Both Mr and Mrs Milne described the impact of the turbine noise on their lives, and
particularly on Mrs Milne. The couple had enjoyed living at East Mains of Crichie
from 2001 until 2011 with no difficulties in relation to noise. They regarded the
seasonal noise generated by local harvesting work as being unobjectionable. Mrs
Milne had given up work in 2010 in order to spend more time with her horses. She
was happy and comfortable until the wind turbines began to operate. From then on
her quality of life was affected by the noise from the turbines. From that point
onwards, every time Mr Milne returned home from working offshore he found that
Mrs Milne was more and more upset and disturbed as a result of the noise from the
turbines. The couple often discussed the noise, and its effects on Mrs Milne, by
phone when Mr Milne was offshore. They are not unusually sensitive or emotional.
Prior to this issue the couple had never made any formal complaint to officials about
anything. Mrs Milne became more and more upset as time went on as a result of the
impact which the turbine noise had upon her. The impact was greater upon Mrs
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Milne than on Mr Milne because of his offshore work rotation, which gave him
respite. However, he too was affected by the noise when he was at home.

[16]

The noise from the turbines made Mrs Milne feel stressed, distracted, annoyed,
irritated and "on edge". She likened the impact of the noise upon her daily life as
like being forced to listen to loud music whilst trying to concentrate on work.

[17]

The noise from the turbines is sometimes audible inside the house despite the double
glazing and is immediately audible on leaving the house. The master bedroom of the
house is at the rear, facing east, generally towards the turbines. About a year after
the turbines were switched on Mrs Milne became unable to sleep in the master
bedroom because of the noise and moved to another bedroom at the opposite side of
the house. Mr Milne continued to sleep in the master bedroom not because he was
unaffected by the noise from the turbines but because he refused to allow himself to
be forced to alter his sleeping arrangements as a result of the turbine noise. His
decision to continue to sleep in the master bedroom was therefore characterised by
him as an act of defiance rather than an indication that he was unaffected by the
turbine noise. However, he said that he is unable to sleep in the master bedroom
with the window open, which has always been his preference, as a result of the
turbine noise.

[18]

In due course the couple decided to seek help from the local authority
Environmental Health Department and ultimately instructed solicitors. After Mrs
Milne contacted the Environmental Health Department, Mr Grant, environmental
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health officer, visited the property and spoke with her while she was in her stable
block. When he heard the noise from the turbines Mr Grant shook his head and said
words to the effect of "Oh no, there's a mistake here", which Mrs Milne appeared to
interpret as indicating that Mr Grant found the level of noise from the turbines, even
though they had passed the planning process, to be unacceptable.

[19]

In June 2016 they received an offer from solicitors acting on behalf of the defender
(pro 5/1/10) offering to provide secondary or triple glazing for their property.
However, they did not respond to that offer because they did not think it would
meet their concerns. Additional glazing would not alter the intrusive character of the
noise within their house when windows are open and would make no difference to
the impact of the noise when they were outdoors.

[20]

Mrs Milne stressed in cross-examination that, although Mr Milne had moved to
Surrey because of his work, there was no particular need for her to join him. She
could have remained at East Mains of Crichie had she felt able to do so. However,
she took the opportunity to move to Surrey with her husband in order to get away
from the impact of the turbine noise upon her.

[21]

Both Mr and Mrs Milne gave evidence that Mrs Milne's state of mind and general
wellbeing have improved significantly since moving to Surrey. The improvement is
due to the absence of wind turbine noise.

[22]

Mr and Mrs Milne were both adamant that the level of noise resulting from the
operation of the turbines and its impact upon them, particularly Mrs Milne, has not
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been improved in any noticeable way by any alterations made to the turbines or by
any other mitigation applied to the turbines. The couple returned to East Mains of
Crichie on Sunday, 11 February 2018 in order to attend the proof in this case. They
have found the turbine noise to be as loud and unpleasant as ever. According to Mr
Milne the noise was "particularly bad" on 11 and 12 February. On both evenings
Mrs Milne slept in the spare bedroom and Mr Milne in the master bedroom.

[23]

The couple seek to have the turbines removed, or at least slowed down to a speed
which generates no noise or at least a level of noise which does not impact negatively
upon their quality of life.

[24]

No medical evidence was led by the pursuers in relation to any recognised medical
condition or treatment arising from the turbine noise of which they complain.
Likewise there was no evidence by them of any specific, identifiable impact of the
turbine noise on their health, beyond the general descriptions which they gave of the
impact of the noise on their general peace of mind and on Mrs Milne' s emotional
wellbeing.

[25]

No sound recordings of noise from the turbines were played during the evidence or
Mr or Mrs Milne.

Descriptions of turbine noise
[26]

Both Mr and Mrs Milne endeavoured to describe the noise from the turbines during
routine operation as opposed to high speed testing.
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[27]

According to Mr Milne the noise varies according to the wind speed and hence the
speed of the turbine blades, which are designed to tum on their vertical axis so that
they always face into the wind. When the turbines are not rotating there is no noise.
However, in high wind there is extreme, irregular and unpredictable noise. The
noise results from the rotation of the blades in the wind rather than from the
mechanism of the turbine. The resulting noise is a sharp, whooshing, penetrating
noise which varies in pitch. The noise pulses like a loud, slow, helicopter blade,
which varies in rate and volume. It is possible to match the pulsing of the noise to
the rotation of the blades. Gusting wind results in a particularly sharp, loud pulse.
The noise is constant because the turbines have been placed in an exposed, windy
location. The direction of the wind makes no difference to the level or character of
the noise from the turbines. The only respite, day or night, is when the wind drops
to such a level that the blades of the turbines do not rotate or rotate very slowly. The
noise can last for days on end. Sometimes the noise suddenly varies in character.
For example, on Sunday, 11 February 2018 Mr Milne described the noise as a very
loud "whooshing and double thumping" sound.

[28]

Mrs Milne described the noise as consisting of "insidious pulsing jets". By 'jets' I
understood her to be referring to the sound produced by jet aircraft. It is impossible
to know when the sound will suddenly significantly change in volume.

It is

sometimes audible inside the house with the double glazed windows closed. The
noise is not always rhythmic. Sometimes it is a "deep bass whooshing". At other
times it sounds like a person clearing his throat, which Mrs Milne described by using
the word "graunching." The noise changes according to the wind direction and
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possibly also the temperature.

Sometimes it suddenly drops entirely before

unexpectedly resuming. Mrs Milne said that when the wind speed is low at ground
level but high at the level of the turbine blades, the pulsing sound produced by the
blades is particularly penetrating.

Other matters covered in Mrs Milne's evidence

[29]

Given the lead role played by Mrs Milne in pursing the couple's concerns, a
significant portion of her evidence addressed issues in which Mr Milne was not
directly involved, specifically relating to Mrs Milne' s interactions with the local
authority Environment al Health Department and other agencies. At an early stage
after the turbines were commissione d she set about researching the planning process
which had led to the grant of planning consent for the turbines, and other more
general issues concerning wind turbines.

She was taken to numerous emails

between her, the local authority and others which illustrated this corresponden ce.
She kept diaries recording her observations of the turbine noise each year from 2012
to the end of 2016. She identified her diaries in evidence, but was not taken to them
in any detail. In the diaries she endeavoured to keep brief records, using her own
shorthand, of the level and character of the noise from the turbines on days when she
was at home. There is no diary for 2017 because she moved to Surrey in February of
that year. In due course an Abatement Notice under section 80(1) of the
Environment al Protection Act 1990 was issued to the defender by Aberdeenshir e
Council, apparently at the instigation of Mr Grant, on 11 December 2013 (pro 5/1/9).
Mrs Milne was not involved in the preparation of that notice, the terms of which
were decided by the local authority. She believed that proceedings arising from that
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notice had been sisted and that no action had ultimately been taken against the
defender arising from that process. Ultimately the local authority had not taken any
action to alleviate the problem of noise from the turbines.

[30]

In September 2012 Mr Howie, the owner of the land on which the turbines stand,
came to her house.

He said he had heard that she was complaining about the

turbines. She confirmed that she was complaining because they were very noisy. Mr
Howie said that the turbines were needed in order to generate power. Existing
sources of power generation would become ineffective and "the lights would go
ouf'.

He appeared to beiieve that she was English because of her accent.

He

suggested that, "It's all of you from down south who complain". When she told Mr
Howie that she and her husband had been considering installing their own domestic
wind turbine he said he would help them to get one. He also said he would pay for
their electricity for a year. She told him that his offer did not interest her. She simply
wanted the noise from his turbines to stop. Mr Howie closed by pointing out, in a
manner which she interpreted as an implicit threat, that the water supply for her
house ran through his land.

[31]

Ultimately Mr and Mrs Milne instructed solicitors, in absence of any satisfaction via
the local authority Environmental Health Department. This resulted in the service
on 14 January 2017 of a notice at their instigation under section 82(6) of the
Environmental Protection Act 1990 (production 5/1/12), after which these
proceedings were raised.
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[32]

Mrs Milne rejected the suggestio n put to her in cross that she was, or had become,
unusuall y sensitise d to the noise produced by the turbines, as compare d to the
average person. She accepted that, since raising her concerns about this issue, she
has become involved in objecting to a number of applicati ons for planning consent
for wind farm developm ents in other parts of Scotland , including Banchory and
Ayrshire . She said that she had only become involved in those applicati ons when
asked to do so by organisat ions or individua ls from whom she had previous ly
sought informat ion to assist her in progress ing her own concerns. Her motivatio n in
becomin g involved in those other applicati ons was simply that she did not want
other people to be subjected to what she and her husband have had to live with in
terms of noise from wind turbines.

Terry Poole
[33]

The pursuers called Mr Terry Mark Poole, aged 50, of Aulton of Coynach Cottage,
Clola, Aberdeen shire. Mr Poole pointed out his property as No. 16 on the Google
map producti on 6/30/30. Mr Poole and his wife have lived at this property since
1998.

Their two children live with them.

The house is a 150 year old granite

bungalow , with double glazing througho ut. Approxim ately two years ago Mr Poole
converte d the loft area to add bedroom s there.

The livingroo m and the main

bedroom face north and the gable wall of the property faces towards the wind
turbines.

However , Mr Poole said that the livingroo m has a panoram ic window,

which means that the turbines are visible from the livingroo m. The main bedroom
faces towards the turbines. The house stands in two acres of land. Mr Poole's wife
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keeps horses there and the couple own a number of dogs and cats. Along with Mr
Poole's interest in gardening, the family spend a fot of time outdoors.

[34]

Mr Poole has served as a firefighter, initially in Aberdeen and latterly in Peterhead,
for 26 years. Prior to that he served as a firefighter for six years in the RAF.

[35]

Mr Poole initially said that his property is approximatel y 500 metres from the nearest
wind turbine, but I accepted under reference to production 6/30/30 that it may be as
far as 680 metres from that turbine.

[36]

Mr Poole described the idyllic life which he and his family led in their home until
November 2011 when the wind turbines were activated. He said that the family's
peace and quiet has been taken away by the turbines. They have had to endure
constant noise intrusion as a result of the turbines.

He described a constant

"whooshing, graunching" noise which is audible in all parts of the property, indoors
and outdoors, even with the windows closed. The noise "beats through the house at
all times of the day and night." The noise from the turbines comes in waves which
"thrash" through the fabric of the house.

The noise is loud enough to prevent

conversation outdoors and within the house the beating of the turbine blades is
audible over the sound of the television and over the sound of the electric fans which
the family use to keep the house cool as a result of the fact that they no longer feel
able to open the windows due to the noise from the turbines.
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[37]

He described a "wave of noise" which greets him as soon as he arrives home from
work or steps outside the house. The noise is so loud that it sometimes "stops him in
his tracks". He sometimes finds himself looking at the turbines wondering what has
happened to cause a sudden change in the level or character of the noise.

The

intrusive and incessant nature of the noise has impacted upon Mr Poole's sleep. He
finds it difficult to sleep. Sometimes all he can concentrate on are the "thumping
waves of noise through the house".

[38]

Mr Poole said that the noise which he described is present continuously, all year
round. The only respite is when the turbines are not in operation, such as on the
occasions when they are switched off for an hour at a time to facilitate noise
monitoring.

Those occasions are the only times when Mr Poole is able to hear

birdsong and to experience peace and quiet. Sometimes the noise dissipates, only to
return without warning. It can be as loud as thunder and sometimes it is possible to
feel the vibration of the turbines through the ground.

[39]

When asked to describe the impact of the noise of the blades on his family, Mr Poole
described his home as a "dream house" until the turbines were activated in 2011.
Since then he and his family have sometimes found themselves retreating indoors,
away from Mr Poole's interest in his garden and his wife's interest in her dogs and
horses, in order to seek respite from the noise. Sometimes the family leave the house
altogether in order to escape the noise. The whole family has suffered from stress
and anxiety because they are unable to escape the noise from the turbines. Mr Poole
described changes in his own mood as a result of the effect of the noise upon him.
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[40]

Mr Poole denied that he was sensitised to the noise of the turbines and that he
regarded the noise as objectionable simply because he could hear it. He confirmed
that the noise of the turbines resulted in constant intrusion to his family's life,
irrespective of the wind direction. The noise appears to get louder during the colder
months of the year, from September or late October onwards.

[41]

Mr Poole said that when the turbines were first switched on he went to speak to the
farmer who owns the land, and with whom he thought that he got on well. Mr Poole
asked whether anything could be done about the noise of the turbines. The farmer
said that he was surprised and disappointed at the level of the noise, but he quickly
added that he had generated £5,000 worth of electricity the previous day and it
became clear that he was not taking Mr Poole's complaint seriously.

[42]

Mr Poole confirmed that he is not a pursuer in the action because, having sought
funding from his Trade Union in order to take action, his application had been
refused. He is not in a position to take on the financial commitment of pursuing
legal proceedings.

[43]

In cross-examination Mr Poole rejected the suggestion that his wife regularly
exercises her horses on the road which runs past the turbines.

The horses are

"spooked" by the sound of the turbines and by the shadow flicker from the blades.
He insisted that he never walks his dogs on this road. In response to the suggestion
that none of the residents of the properties marked 15 (which consists of five separate
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houses ) or 14 have compla ined about the noise of the wind turbine s, Mr Poole
stated
that he believe d that the residen ts had spoken to the Enviro nmenta
l Health
Depart ment about the issue but that the proprie tor of proper ty 14 has
his own
domes tic wind turbine and therefo re felt that it was not approp riate
for him to
compla in about the turbine s to which this action relates. Mr Poole's
decisio n to
conver t the loft of his home five years ago was taken to avoid having the
family 's life
"put on hold" by this issue and due to the family 's lingeri ng hope that
someth ing
would be done to addres s the noise from the turbine s and its impact on their
lives.

[44]

Mr Poole agreed that what he wanted was for the turbine s to be switch
ed off and
taken down.

[45]

In re-exam ination Mr Poole reitera ted that he is not compla ining about
the noise
simply becaus e it is audible . It was the intrusi ve nature of the turbine noise
and its
resulti ng impact upon his family 's life which caused him to compla in.

George Howie
[46]

The defend er called Mr George Howie , who is the son of Albert Howie
, owner of
West Knock Farm, on which the wind turbine s stand. Under referen ce to
the Google
map (pro 6/30/30), Mr Howie pointe d out his father' s home, marke d 3 and
his sister's
home, marke d 2. Mr Howie himsel f lives at a nearby locatio n which is not
shown on
the photo and which is to the northe ast of the area shown in the photo.
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[47]

West Knock Farm combines arable farming and the farming of livestock. Mr Howie
works in the fields around the wind turbines . Farm animals are kept within 150
metres of the turbines . According to Mr Howie, the sound generat ed by the turbines
has no impact upon him. When it is modera tely windy the sound generat ed by the
blades rotating is audible but modera te. When it is very windy the sound of the
wind domina tes any sound from the turbines . When there is no wind, the turbines
do not tum and generat e no sound.

[48]

Mr Howie said that he regularly sees local resident s exercising horses and dogs
along the public road which runs from Stuartfi eld in the northw est (top left) of the
Google photo 6/30/30, between houses 2 and 3 and then southea st towards the
"crossro ads" in the centre of the photogr aph before turning to the northea st past
turbine 3.

[49]

Mr Howie pointed out the belt of trees which lies to the west of turbine 1 in photo
6/30/30 and which is the closest belt of trees to that turbine.

That belt of trees is

referred to in a report produce d by the defende r's witness Mr Sutherla nd. It lies
within the title of West Knock Farm. The farm has applied for a licence to fell these
trees, on Mr Sutherl and's advice. Mr Howie expecte d the licence to be granted in
March 2018, whereu pon the trees would be felled.

[50]

In around 2006, develop ers approac hed Mr Howie' s family and suggest ed that wind
turbines be constru cted on the farm land.

The family conside red the issue and

ultimate ly decided to put up turbines on their own initiative rather than allowin g
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developers to use their land. They approache d Green Cat Renewable s ('Green Cat')
and instructed them to prepare an environme ntal report. Green Cat has no financial
interest in the operation of the turbines.

The farm has a 15 year contract with

Enercon for the maintenan ce of the turbines. Enercon arrange the routine annual
testing of the turbines and sometimes the farm does not receive advance warning of
the testing.

[51]

Mr Howie pointed out Mr and Mrs Milne's house at No. 9 on photo 6/30/30. He
explained that the farm has in the past received complaints about noise from the
turbines from the residents at Toft Monks (number 1 on the Google map) and Crichie
House (number 5). An environme ntal health officer from the local authority spoke to
the family in relation to complaints from those residents. However, neither of those
residents has pursued any formal complaint.

The only live complaint which is

outstandin g is the complaint on behalf of Mr and Mrs Milne to which these
proceeding s relate.

[52]

The family's total investmen t in the turbines was £3.5 million, all of which was
borrowed in terms of a loan secured against the farm. Mr Howie expects the loan to
be repaid within 10 to 12 years. At present £1.4 million remains outstandin g.

[53]

The turbines are switched off during particular conditions (not explored in evidence)
in order to mitigate shadow flicker from the blades.

That mitigation costs

approxima tely £5,000 a year in terms of lost power generation from the turbines.
Blade mitigation measures (which I understood to involve altering the angle of the
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blades) have also been implemented in relation to turbine 1 (the closest turbine to
East Mains of Crichie - see Google map 6/30/30). Those measures have made that
turbine 7% less productive. However, the family has been happy to bear that cost as
a consequence of necessary mitigation in the interests of neighbouring proprietors. If
the court orders further mitigating measures to be implemented, the family will
abide by the court's order.

[54]

Mr Howie said that the farm bears a number of annual costs arising from the
operation of the turbines, namely maintenance, rates to the local authority, insurance
and bank interest. However, these were not explored in any detail nor were they
quantified in any way.

Technical evidence

The skilled witnesses
[55]

The pursuers called Dr Matthew Cand, aged 39, a consulting engineer specialising in
acoustics with Hoare Lea Associates ('HLA'), Bristol. Dr Cand' s particular speciality
is in the field of environmental acoustics and wind farm noise. He became involved
in this case after HLA were instructed by Mr Grant, environmental health officer
from Aberdeenshire Council. Dr Cand visited the East Mains of Crichie in 2015 and
spoke to Mrs Milne at her home. That is the only occasion on which he has visited
the site.

[56]

The pursuers also called Dick Bowdler, who described himself as an Acoustics
Consultant and Acoustic Engineer with 45 years' experience in that field, who has
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speciali sed in wind turbine noise since around 2000. He visited the site once prior to
writing his report and once subsequ ently.

[57]

The defende r called Camero n Sutherl and, aged 41, a speciali st in the environ mental
assessm ent of wind turbine projects with Green Cat Renewa bles Limited ('Green
Cat'). Mr Sutherl and has signific ant experien ce of issues relating to the predicti on of
wind turbine noise pre-con structio n and the assessm ent of wind turbine noise postconstru ction. Green Cat produce d a number of reports in relation to this case on the
instruct ions of the defende r, beginni ng prior to the applicat ion for plannin
g
permiss ion when Mr Sutherl and conduc ted a pre-pla nning noise assessm ent on
behalf of the defende r at the site in 2009.

[58]

No objectio n was taken to the qualific ations or professi onal standin g of any of the
skilled witness es or to the compet ence of any of these witness es to give the evidenc
e
or express the opinion s which they did.

[59]

Althoug h each of the skilled witness es had visited the site, none was asked to give
any detailed evidenc e of their observa tions of the volume and characte r of the
turbine noise which they experie nced on those visits. None gave evidenc e of having
heard turbine noise during their visits of a volume or characte r which caused them
any concern.

[60]

The skilled witness es distingu ished between the measur ement of noise levels emitted
by the defende r's turbines , which generat es technical data, and the recordin g of the
sound made by the turbines , which results in an audio recordin g. It appears that
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both noise measuremen t data and sound recordings featured to some extent in the
analyses undertaken by these witnesses.

The planning conditions

[61]

Evidence was led in relation to pro 5/5/6, the planning permission granted by
Aberdeenshir e Council on 20 April 2011 for the construction of the wind turbines to
which this action relates. It is worth reproducing the terms of condition 17, which
featured significantly in the evidence.
At wind speeds not exceeding 12 metres per second, as measured or
"17.
calculated at a height of 10 metres above ground level at the site, the noise
level generated by the wind turbine cluster at any noise sensitive premises
shall not exceed:
c) During night hours, (2300 - 0700), 38 dB LA 90 (10 minutes) or the
night hours LA 90 (10 minutes) background noise level plus 5 dBA,
whichever is the greater, and;
d) During daytime hours, (0700 - 2300), 35 dB LA 90 (10 minutes) or the
daytime hours LA 90 (10 minutes) background noise level plus 5 dBA
whichever is the greater.
Reason: In order to ensure that neighbouring residential properties are
protected from unacceptably high levels of additional noise arising from the
operation of the turbines.

[62]

I understand that the term 'dBA' to be a reference to decibels of noise. According to
evidence given by Dr Cand, the term 'LA 90' is a reference to the quietest 10% of the
noise measured over a standard 10 minute period. This is an industry standard
which aims to represent constant background noise by eliminating the loudest 90%
of the measured noise over the standard 10 minute period.

Specialist noise

measuring equipment measures the level of noise ten times per second, and then
takes an average over a 10 minute period. This is believed to give a more accurate
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indicati on of the general level of noise, by filtering out loud, brief but non-typ ical
noises such as an emerge ncy vehicle or a helicop ter passing .

[63]

Measur ement of the noise emitted by wind turbines takes account of the wind speed
at the time the noise is measur ed. Wind turbines are fitted with anemom eters at hub
height, i.e. on the structur e which holds the mechan ism to which the blades are
attached . Howeve r standar d height for the measur ement of wind speed in relation
to the assessm ent of noise emitted by wind turbines is 10 metres above ground level.
There are two ways of measur ing wind speed at that height. The first is by mountin
g
a separate anemom eter on a post 10 metres above the ground. The second is by
measur ing the wind speed at hub height using the anemom eter mounte d on the
wind turbine and then using a formula which is accepte d and used in the industry to
carry out a 'back calculat ion' to convert the wind speed at hub height to
a
corresp ondingl y lower notiona l wind speed at a height of 10 metres. This latter
techniq ue takes account of the known fact that wind speed increase s with height,
a
phenom enon known as 'wind shear.' Howeve r this back calculat ion may in fact give
rise to an inaccur ate result. Atmosp heric conditio ns may mean that the actual wind
speed at 10 metres is differen t from the result of the back calculat ion from
a
measur ed wind speed at hub height.

This feature introdu ces an element of

uncerta inty into the questio n of whethe r the noise generat ed by a wind turbine or
cluster of turbines at any given wind speed, measur ed or calculat ed at a height of 10
metres above the ground, is complia nt with limits impose d by a plannin g condition.
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[64]

'Noise sensitive premises,' in terms of condition 17, are premises which are alleged to
be affected by noise from wind turbines (in this case East Mains of Crichie).

[65]

In general, the noise generated by wind turbines arises from the contact between the
blades of the turbine and the surroundin g air. That noise generally increases with
wind speed which, in tum, generally increases with height above ground.

[66]

The noise which is available to be measured and analysed at noise-sens itive premises
will be composed of two elements, namely: backgroun d noise, which has nothing to
do with the wind turbines; and the noise generated by the rotation of the wind
turbines. It is possible to identify the componen t of the overall noise which is
attributabl e to the operation of wind turbines by measuring the noise at the noisesensitive premises with the turbines switched off and then with the turbines
activated.

[67]

The noise generated by a turbine will be greater at hub height (the source of the
noise) than at the noise sensitive premises at which measurem ents are made. The
level of turbine noise which reaches noise-sensi tive premises will be affected by a
number of variables, including the height of the turbine, the distance and
topograph y between the turbine and the premises and the atmospher ic conditions.
The end result is that the process of fixing a noise limit, as part of a planning
condition, is complicated.

[68]

The references in paragraph s (a) and (b) of condition 17 to noise limits during night
hours and during daytime hours respectively take account of the acceptance within
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the planning system that permitte d noise levels are generally higher at night because
it is assumed that at night people are more likely to be indoors, and that the fabric of
buildings will absorb or mask the effect of noise from, for example, wind turbines.
Daytime limits are generally lower to reflect the accepted likelihoo d that members of
the public who may be affected by turbine noise are more likely to be outdoors
during the daytime.

[69]

The standard methodo logy used for measurin g wind farm noise is a tool known as
ETSU-R- 97 ('ETSU') (pro 6/1/1), entitled 'The Assessm ent & Rating of Noise from
Wind Farms.' This guidance was issued by a body known as the 'Working Group on
Noise from Wind Turbines ' in 1997. The Departm ent for Trade and Industry (DTI)
facilitate d the establish ment of the working group, but the group was independ ent of
the DTI and report is explicitly not a governm ent report. I heard however that this
documen t is embedde d in the planning policy guidance issued by the UK and
Scottish Governm ents and that since about 2007 it has generally been accepted as the
pre-emin ent source of guidance in relation to the assessme nt and measurem ent of
noise emitted by wind turbines. The balance of the technical evidence indicated that
the underlyi ng ethos of the approach represen ted by ETSU seeks to assist planning
authoriti es to strike an acceptab le balance between the public interest in allowing
wind farm developm ents to proceed in order to contribut e to society's need for
electrical power and the public interest in minimisi ng any harmful impact of wind
farm developm ents on local communi ties.
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[70]

I heard that ETSU recommends a daytime limit in the range of 35-40dB and a night
time limit of 43 dB. In comparison the limits imposed by the local authority in terms
of condition 17 of the planning consent are more conservative, namely 35dB during
daytime hours and 38dB during night hours.

[71]

Very little more need be said about the issue of the volume of the noise emitted by
the defender's turbines, given that Mr Campbell accepted in his submissions on
behalf of the pursuers that the available evidence indicates that the noise emitted by
the turbines has always complied with the limits set by planning condition 17
(pursuers' written submissions, page 6, section 7).

[72]

However, as is apparent from articles 3 and 5 of condescendence in the initial writ,
the pursuers' complaint does not relate solely to the volume of the noise emitted by
the turbines but rather to a combination of the volume and character of the noise
from the turbines. As appeared to be accepted by all of the skilled witnesses,
planning condition 17 relates solely to the volume of the noise emitted by the
turbines and does not address the character of the noise.

Amplitude modulation
[73]

Much of the most complicated technical evidence led at proof focussed on a
particular characteristic of wind turbine noise, namely amplitude modulation (' AM').
AM is a reference to the extent to which the volume of noise emitted by turbines
varies over very short periods of time. This variation in noise levels is a quite
distinct issue from the mere loudness of noise. AM is a factor in the measurement of
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wind farm noise because it is often present to some degree in the noise emitted by
wind turbines. According to Dr Cand the rhythmic "whooshin g" noise described by
Mr and Mrs Milne as emanating from the wind turbines is a descriptor for AM.

[7 4]

Where AM is present, the magnitude of the variation in noise levels is believed to be
significant in considerin g the potentially harmful effects of AM on individual s. The
greater the magnitude of the change in loudness, the greater is the potentially
harmful effect.

This general propositio n was supported by the balance of the

technical evidence led at proof and was not the subject of any dispute, although no
evidence was led of any specific research into the issue. No objective, accepted
criteria are recognised within the acoustics profession as to what level of AM might
be harmful to individuals , or as to any particular factors which might cause a given
level of AM to be harmful to individual s.

[75]

The two broad categories of AM which arise from wind turbine noise are, firstly,
'normal AM (NAM),' which accounts for the high frequency 'blade swish' generated
to some degree by all wind turbines and, secondly, 'other AM (OAM),' which may
take a number of forms of which one is the low frequency 'thumping ' sound
sometimes noted in the vicinity of wind turbines. Although the balance of the
technical evidence indicated that it is accepted (for example, in the ETSU policy
guidance) that all wind turbines produce some level of NAM arising from
unavoidab le 'blade swish,' it appears that scientific knowledge in relation to the
causes, effects and factors influencing OAM is an evolving field.

Although the

explanatio n for OAM is not clear, it appears from evidence given by Dr Cand and Mr
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Bowdler that one factor which may be associated with the presence of OAM is where
turbine blades are too flat relative to the surrounding air as they rotate. Altering the
pitch of blades to a sharper angle may mitigate this effect in some cases.

[76]

I have summarised the evidence led in relation to the issue of AM in some detail
because of the focus on that issue at proof. However it seems to me that AM is in fact
of limited significance in the context of the issues for decision by the court, because
Mr Campbell for the pursuers made it clear in his submissions that the pursuers did
not assert that AM as a component of the noise emitted by the defender's turbines is
the cause of the nuisance of which they compiain. The pursuers; position came to be
that, having regard to the complexities of the developing science of wind farm
acoustics, the pursuers were not obliged to identify by reference to any scientific
principles the characteristics of the turbine noise which gave rise to nuisance. Their
position was that the volume and character of the turbine noise, as described by the
witnesses of fact, give rise to a nuisance and that AM as a component of the turbine
noise is simply one potential contributing factor.

[77]

AM as a component of wind turbine noise appears lo have assumed prominence
during the events which preceded the raising of this action because an Abatement
Notice (pro 5/1/9) served on the defender by Aberdeenshire Council dated 11
December 2013 under section 80 of the Environmental Protection Act 1990 ('the 1990
Act') specifically required the defender to:

"Operate the wind turbines at West Knock Farm, Stuartfield, Peterhead, in
such a manner that eliminates or reduces amplitude modulation to a level
which does not give rise to a nuisance at any noise sensitive property."
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[78]

I understood from the evidence given by Mr Sutherland that, following the service of
this notice, discussions took place between the local authority and Green Cat, Mr
Sutherland's employers, as a result of which some mitigating measures were applied
to turbine 1 (the turbine closest to East Mains of Crichie), in the form of alterations to
the pitch of the blades (i.e. the angle at which the blades strike the air as they tum),
the effectiveness of which is a matter of dispute.

[79]

It is worth noting that this Abatement Notice was issued by the local authority, not
by or on the instructions of the pursuers (albeit it appears to have been a response to
the pursuers' complaints to the local authority about the noise from the defender's
turbines) and it is a matter of agreement that proceedings initiated by the defender at
Peterhead Sheriff Court resulting from the service of this notice remain sisted.

[80]

The pre-action notice (pro 5/1/12) served on the defender at the instance of the
pursuers on or about 14 January 2017 under section 82 of the 1990 Act makes no
specific mention of AM. Instead it specifies "[T]he frequency, character, duration and
repetition" of the noise emitted from the defender's turbines as giving rise to a
statutory nuisance and requires the defender to abate that nuisance by:
"[Reducing] the aerodynamic and/ or mechanical noise emitted by said wind
turbine generators by so altering the parameters of any control systems fitted
to and/ or governing the operation of said wind turbine generator and/ or its
blades such that any aerodynamic and/ or mechanical noise so emitted shall
not cause a nuisance, and shall be maintained by you only at a sound power
level or frequency, or of a character or duration, insufficient to establish any
further justified allegation of the occurrence of a statutory nuisance, all under
and in terms of S. 79(1)(g) of [the 1990 Act]."
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[81]

The initial writ does specifically refer to AM, but not as the sole objectionable
characteristic of the turbine noise to which the action relates (articles 3 and 10 of
condescendence).

[82]

Much of the most technical evidence led from the skilled witnesses was concerned
with a dispute within the acoustics profession as to the most appropriate means of
identifying, measuring and assessing the impact of wind turbine noise on
individuals.

L83 J

On one side of the divide, Dr Cand and Mr Sutherland considered that the most
appropriate and robust method was to take the approach embodied in ETSU, applied
according to guidance issued in 2013 by the Institute of Acoustics (IOA) (pro 6/1/8)
and thereafter to apply penalties (expressed in decibels) to the noise emitted which
are intended to reflect the potentially harmful impact of the AM component of
turbine noise, as opposed to the simple volume of the noise. The application of
penalties arises from recommendations made in yet another body of guidance, this
time in a report commissioned by a department of the UK Government now known
as the Department for Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy (DBEIS) and
published in 2016 ('the DBEIS report') (pro 5/3/4).

[84]

The application of penalties arising from the approach proposed in the DBEIS report
may result in a notional noise level which, by virtue of the AM component of the
noise, exceeds the limits set by the relevant planning consent.
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[85]

Evidence was led at some length which demonstra ted, by reference to a number of
sources of current planning policy guidance, the pre-eminen ce of ETSU in the
planning policies of the UK and Scottish Governme nts in relation to the assessmen t
and rating of noise from wind farms.

[86]

On the other side of the profession al divide was Mr Bowdler, who rejected the
legitimacy of ETSU and its associated guidance as a tool for assessing the impact of
wind turbine noise on individual s. Instead Mr Bowdler favoured an alternative
source of guidance, namely BS 4142: 2014 (hereafter 'BS 4142') (pro 5/3/5), entitled
"Methods for Rating and Assessing Industrial and Commerci al Sound" . He rejected
the suggestion that BS 4142 is not a suitable tool for assessing wind farm noise. It is a
generic tool which is used for assessing all types of industrial and commercia l noise,
which takes account of the nature and character of the noise and of the extent to
which the noise is inconsisten t with the surroundin g environme ntal context. There is
no reason why wind farm noise should be excluded from its ambit.

ETSU is

concerned with balancing the impact of wind farm noise on the local community
with the interests of wind farm developers . It is not a suitable tool for assessing the
impact of wind farm noise on individuals . BS 4142 is designed to assess the impact of
noise (though not specifically noise from wind turbines) on individuals . BS 4142 is
the more appropriat e tool because the planning system requires an assessmen t of the
likely or actual impact of noise on individuals , not simply the striking of a balance,
which may be unsatisfact ory, between the interests of wind farm developers and
local communiti es. He recognised however that his preference for BS 4142 over ETSU
in the assessmen t of noise from wind farms does not reflect the general approach of
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acoustics professionals or the practice of planning authorities in relation to planning
issues concerning wind farms. Since ETSU became firmly established as the preeminent source of planning policy guidance in relation to wind farms in around
2007, he has never succeeded in persuading a planning authority to approach the
issue of turbine noise on the basis of the approach proposed by BS 4142 in preference

to that proposed by ETSU.

[87]

A number of arguments for and against each of these two competing policy
approaches to the assessment of the impact of wind turbine noise on individuals
were canvassed in considerable detail. There is no need to rehearse them here. I
accept the pre-eminence of ETSU over BS 4142 in relation to the assessment of wind
turbine noise.

[88]

There was general agreement amongst the skilled witnesses that experience within
the acoustics profession tends to indicate that some people who are exposed to
audible noise over a long period can become 'sensitised' to the noise, meaning that
they become more sensitive to the noise than the average person and they can
develop a particular focus on the noise and its source which is resistant to attempts
to reduce, or actual reduction of, the noise. Such people may be less likely to regard
any mitigating measures as being acceptable unless they completely remove the
noise. On the other hand there was some recognition that it is also possible for a
person who is exposed to a constant noise to become habituated to it, as in the case of
a person who lives near a busy road. These issues were not explored under reference

to any medical data concerning either of the pursuers or to any research into the
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issue but were rather presented as matters of professional experience and, ultimately,
common sense.

Other points arising from the technical evidence
[89]

As indicated, in my view the technical evidence came to be of limited significance.
However a number of features of that evidence are worth noting.

Dr Cand

[90]

Dr Cand was taken to pro 6/3/24, an Amplitude Modulation Analysis produced by
HLA in relation to West Knock Wind Farm and dated 18 June 2014. The analysis
(para 7.05) found that the AM ratings detected in measuremen ts taken at East Mains
of Crichie of noise emanating from the turbines were lower than those found by HLA
on some other sites in which 'other AM' (OAM) was found to be a significant
contributor to complaints. The 'thumping' phenomenon associated with OAM was
unusual and difficult to explain but, according to para 7.5 of analysis 6/3/24, it did
not appear to be a significant component of the turbine noise detected at East Mains
of Crichie.

[91]

Dr Cand found that "clear AM" was present in some sound recordings made at East
Mains of Crichie in certain wind conditions at times correspondin g to some of the
descriptions in Mrs Milne's diary entries (pro 6/3/26, 'Compliance and Mitigation
Review Report' by HLA dated 14 March 2016, para 6.1.2). He reviewed Mrs Milne's
diary entries in relation to turbine noise. He was able to correlate periods of high
AM with the dates of some of the complaints noted by her. In his view there was a
good correlation between the two.
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[92]

Under reference to his report "West Knock Wind Farm, Stuartfi.eld, Noise Feature
Analysis Report" dated 25 January 2016 (pro 6/3/27), particularly pages 32 and 33, Dr
Cand said that he found a correlation between high levels of AM in noise from the
turbines and diary entries made by Mrs Milne noting particularly loud turbine noise
on 4, 9, 11, 13, 14 and 16 November 2016. On those dates at least, applying the
approach recommended in the DBEIS report and attaching the appropriate penalties
to recognise the level of AM present, he found that the noise levels would in fact
have breached the planning conditions. The conclusions of the report noted that
HLA had applied the guidance published by the Institute of Acoustics ('IOA'), to
which reference has already been made, to data acquired in October and November
2016 relating to noise emitted by the defender's turbines and found that:

"The analysis determined periods of clear AM (with a magnitude of more
than 3 dB) were detected in a wide-range of wind conditions ... If penalties
were applied to reflect this modulating character in line with recent guidance,
this would result in increased noise levels which would likely exceed relevant
noise limits. Although such a procedure does not form part of the consent
conditions for the Wind Farm, it may reflect the disturbance reported by
residents neighbouring the site".

[93]

Under reference to para 6.1.3 of the report, Dr Can<l explained his conclusion that
this particular review indicated that the volume of noise produced by the wind
turbines probably did not exceed the level set in planning condition 17. However it
did not follow that there was no nuisance arising from other features of the noise, as
it affected East Mains of Crichie, but which fall outwith the ambit of planning
condition 17, such as the AM component of the noise produced by the turbines.
Accordingly it was best not to focus further assessment too closely on simple
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compl iance with the noise levels set out in plann ing condit ion
17. It was more
worth while to focus on the potent ial for nuisan ce to arise from other
featur es of the
noise, includ ing the potent ial impac t of the AM compo nent.

[94]

Parag raph 6.1.6 of the report record s that Dr Cand had review ed
eviden ce provid ed
by Mr Suthe rland' s emplo yers, Green Cat, and under taken his own
assess ment of the
noise produ ced by the turbin es, which indica ted that mitiga ting
measu res put in
place in relatio n to turbin e 1 had result ed in a reduct ion of AM
in some but not all
weath er condit ions which was measu rable by scientific instru ments
. That extent to
which the reduct ion would have been appar ent to the huma n ear
was a matter of
disput e.

Mr Bowdler
[95]

Again st the backg round of the compa rative discus sion of ETSU
and BS 4142, Mr
Bowd ler was taken to his report 5/3/1, which I under stand that he

compi led using the

appro ach set out in BS 4142. Part B of the report , beginn ing at
page 14, addres ses
issues arising from analys is of noise measu remen ts made at East
Mains of Crichie.
Mr Bowd ler carrie d out an analys is of techni cal data provid ed
by others , and set
forth in report s lodge d as produ ctions by the defend er. The
data was gather ed
during 2009, 2012, 2013 and 2015. Mr Bowd ler did not take
his own noise
measu remen ts for the purpo ses of his report . His remit was to consid
er wheth er the
pursu ers' descri ptions of turbin e noise were suppo rted by the
availa ble technical
data. Mr Bowd ler's conclu sion, set out at para 12.9 on page 20 of
his report , was that:
"The BS 4142 assess ment sugge sts that, in the partic ular condit ions,
there is almost
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always a significant adverse impact at night and an adverse impact during the day".
The 'particula r condition s' referred to are described by him at para 10.3 on page 16 of
his report, namely "Between 180 and 300 degrees (south clockwise to west) and
between 4 m/s and 8 m/s wind speed standard ised to 10 metres". These paramete rs
were not explained or commen ted upon to any significa nt extent by Mr Bowdler in
his evidence, but I understa nd them to refer to the wind direction and speed.

[96]

In cross-examination under reference to para 10.6 on page 16 of his report 5/3/1, Mr
Bowdler said that his analysis of the data gathered on behalf of the defender
suggeste d that the type of AM which was promine nt in the sound generate d by the
West Knock wind turbines appeared to be a form of 'other AM' (OAM). He could
not be specific as to which particula r category of OAM was involved . However he
was confiden t that the type of AM which appeared to be problema tic in this case was
not 'normal AM' (NAM) generate d by routine blade swish. Under reference to para
13.4 of his report, Mr Bowdler expressed the view that, although there appeared to
be AM present in the sound generate d by the West Knock turbines, there did not
appear to be much in Mrs Milne' s diaries to suggest that AM is the dominan t
problem in terms of the impact of the turbine noise on her. Therefore, his view was
that AM appeared to contribut e to the harmful effects complain ed of by Mrs Milne,
but it did not appear to be the dominan t contribut ing factor.

Mr Sutherland

[97]

Mr Sutherlan d was referred to a number of Green Cat reports, which supporte d his
general position that the turbines have always complied with the noise limits
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imposed by planning condition 17. Under reference to a report (pro 6/4/29) entitled
"West Knock Wind Farm Noise Assessment -

Compliance with Planning

Conditions" dated 25 January 2018, he referred to mitigation applied to turbine 1,
whereby the manufacturer s were asked to vary the pitch of the blades on the turbine
by increments of 2 degrees. When the pitch of the blades had been altered by 6
degrees a measurable reduction in AM resulted.

[98]

Mr Sutherland was taken to section 3 of report 6/4/30 dated 5 February 2018,
beginning on page 14, which addresses the issue of "Amplitude Modulation and
Mitigation". This section of the report indicates (para 3.1.1) that, in parallel with the
assessment of compliance with the noise limits in planning condition 17, a period of
AM monitoring was also conducted at the site using data gathered since 16
November 2017. Mr Sutherland said that the method used to rate AM during this
exercise was the "IOA reference method", which both he and Dr Cand supported.
Mr Sutherland was taken to tables 3.2 and 3.3 on pages 18 and 19 of the report. The
tables were not analysed in detail, but in summary his evidence was that, even
incorporating the appropriate penalties in recognition of the AM element of the
turbine noise during this monitoring period, compliance with the noise limits in
planning condition 17 would have been achieved at all of the measured wind speeds
(covering the range 4 to 12 m/s).

[99]

In cross-examin ation, however, Mr Sutherland accepted that para 3.1.13 of this
report, which immediately follows table 3.3, states that "These results [which appear
to be a reference to the results represented in tables 3.2 and 3.3] suggest that the West
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Knock project would slightly exceed its planning condition 17 limits during daytime
periods and meet night time limits if penalties were to be retrospectively applied ... "

[100} Mr Sutherland was taken to table 3.4 of report 6/4/30, which bears the description
"Listening test subjective responses for AM ratings greater than or equal to 3 dB". As
I understood Mr Sutherland's evidence this table sets out results of an exercise
during which Mr Sutherland and a colleague listened to a total of 153 two-minute
audio samples of sound from recordings taken at East Mains of Crichie between 16
November and 14 December 2017. According to para 3.2.4 of the report, the aim of
this exercise was "to identify the main feature of [each} two-minute sample but also
[to} note in order of subjective importance, the other features of the sample". The
subjective descriptions which were used by Mr Sutherland and his colleague to
indicate the character of the turbine noise on the various recordings to which they
listened were, apparently in ascending order of intrusiveness:

"unnoticeable or

inaudible", "background," "intrusive" or "dominant". The most significant
description applied by him and his colleague (to 21 of the 153 recordings listened to),
was that the turbine noise recorded was "intrusive." None of the recordings merited
what appeared to be the most significant subjective description of turbine noise,
namely 'dominant.'

There was no contextual evidence in relation to the

circumstances under which the recordings were made or the extent to which
listening to such recordings gives an authentic impression of the sound as it might
have been heard by a listener 'on the ground.'
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[101] In order to illustr ate this chapte r of Mr Suthe rland' s
eviden ce, a brief sound
record ing was played in court.

I under stood that this was part of one of the

record ings listene d to by Mr Suthe rland and his collea gue during
the listeni ng
exercise which led to the prepa ration of table 3.4 in report 6/4/30
. There was, as I
under stood it, genera l agreem ent that the record ing was only
intend ed to be
illustr ative of the type of mater ial which was availa ble to Mr
Suthe rland and his
colleague during this exercise. What I heard, over a period of a
few minut es, might
be descri bed as a compa rative ly quiet, but rhythm ic, persis tent
and clearly audibl e
"whoo shing" sound , occurr ing appro ximat ely every second ,
which was then
drown ed out by what I was told was the sound of a helico pter passin
g overh ead. Mr
Suthe rland said that the turbin e noise audibl e on the record ing
played in court was
what he would descri be as 'intrus ive,' using the termin ology of table
3.4.
[102] Under refere nce to sectio n 3.3 of report 6/4/30, Mr Suthe rland
expres sed the opinio n
that turbin e 2 makes little differe nce to the impac t of the measu
red AM from the
wind farm at East Mains of Crichie. As I under stand it this is accept
ed on behalf of
the pursue rs.

[103] Under refere nce to sectio n 3.5 of report 6/4/30, Mr Suthe
rland discus sed option s
which might allow AM emitte d by the turbin es to be furthe r
reduce d. The three
option s discus sed were: firstly, asking the manuf acture r to set the
turbin es to operat e
at lower speed in certain wind condit ions so as to reduc e the potent
ial magni tude of
AM fluctu ations (also referre d to as 'depow ering' ); second ly,
makin g furthe r
adjust ments to the pitch angle of the blades of turbin e 1; and thirdly
the remov al of
the clump of trees situat ed genera lly betwe en turbin e 1 and East Mains
of Crichie.
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[104] Each of the first and second options would have implicati ons for the producti vity of
the turbines (pro 6/4/30, paras 3.5.7 and 3.5.8). These measures have been discusse d
with the turbine manufac turer and appear to be practical ly viable, if the need arises
to employ them.

[105] As to the third potential mitigator y measure, Mr Sutherla nd said that the trees are 15
to 20 metres high and that they are potential ly close enough to turbine 1 to affect the
turbulenc e of air around the turbine. During the listening exercise previous ly
referred to (table 3.4 of report 6/4/30), Mr Sutherla nd and his colleague found periods
of "potentiaHy unaccepi able OAM" (para 4.1.5) in noise measure d at poi....-1.ts

:i....'1

l:ine

with these trees. It is possible that air travelling towards turbine 1 from the direction
of the trees may become turbulen t as it passes over them. Where there is high wind
shear there is the potential for a very significan t differenc e between the wind speed
at ground level and the wind speed at hub height of turbine 1. Turbulen t air striking
the blades of turbine 1 as they tum may contribut e to heighten ed levels of AM in the
noise emitted by the turbine. However , this possibilit y has not been investiga ted,
measured or quantifie d.

Submissions

Submissions on behalf of the pursuers
[106] Mr Campbel l adopted his written submissi ons. The pursuers sought declarato r in
terms of their first crave that they are properly aggrieve d by the commiss ion of a
statutory nuisance caused and permitted by the defender , in the form of noise from
the defender 's turbines, and an order in terms of their second, third and fourth
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crave s requi ring the defen der to abate the nuisa nce and
preve nt its recur rence , all in
terms of the powe rs avail able to the court unde r sectio
n 82(2) of the Envi ronm ental
Prote ction Act 1990 ('the 1990 Act').

[107] Desp ite the signi fican t focus durin g the proof
on highl y technical evide nce, the case
was in fact comp arativ ely simp le. The pursu ers' case
was that a statu tory nuisa nce
withi n the mean ing of sectio n 79 of the 1990 Act had
been estab lishe d on balan ce of
proba biliti es, prim arily on the basis of the evide nce
given by the pursu ers and Mr
Poole, and that as a resul t the court shou ld pron ounc e
an order unde r sectio

n 82(2) of

the Act requi ring the defen der to abate that nuisa nce
and prev ent its recur rence .
Beari ng in mind the highl y techn ical issue s surro
undin g the meas urem ent and
chara cteris ation of wind farm noise and the deve lopin
g state of scientific know ledge
with regar d to AM, the pursu ers could not be expe cted
to specify, with reference to
the appli cable science, the preci se cause of the nuisa nce,
whet her by reference to AM
or any other comp onen t or chara cteris tic of the noise
eman ating from the turbi nes.
Their case was simp ly that the volum e and chara cter
of the noise emitt ed by the
turbi nes, as descr ibed by Mr and Mrs Miln e and
by Mr Poole, amou nted to a
nuisa nce and that they were entitl ed to redre ss in the
form of an order from the court
unde r sectio n 82(2) of the Act.

[108] Mr Camp bell point ed out that, in terms of sectio
n 82(2) of the 1990 Act, if satisfied
that the pursu ers have prov ed the existence of a nuisa
nce, the court woul d be unde r
an oblig ation to make an order whic h woul d (a) requi
re the defen der to abate the
nuisa nce, withi n a time speci fied in the order , and to
execu te any work s neces sary
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for that purpose , and/or (b) prohibi t a recurren ce of the nuisanc e, and require the
defende r, within a time specified in the order, to execute any works necessa ry to
prevent the recurrence. The court had no discreti on as to whethe r or not it was
appropr iate to make such an order. The court's discreti on only extende d to the terms
of the order.

they
[109] The pursuer s accepte d that the principa l source of the nuisanc e of which
complai n is turbine 1, the turbine closest to their propert y. The court's order under
section 82(2) of the Act should focus on that turbine.

the Act
[110] Mr Campbe ll submitt ed that any order pronoun ced under section 82(2) of
should be framed in such a way as to leave it to parties to decide precisel y how to
abate the nuisanc e and prevent its recurrence. This was the appropr iate approac h,
notwith standin g the crimina l penaltie s for breach of such an order in terms of section
82(8) of the Act because, having regard to the complex ities around wind turbine
noise, it was simply not possible for the court to identify a means of abatem ent
(presum ably short of decomm issionin g turbine 1) which could be succinc tly
embodi ed in an interloc utor al this point in the proceed ings.

ent
[111] There was no reliable evidenc e that any of the theoreti cal means of abatem
discusse d by Mr Sutherl and would actually produce an accepta ble level of
abateme nt. Alterati ons to the blade pitch of turbine 1 had produce d "infinite simal"
improve ments, if any, which were imperce ptible to the pursuer s. The suggest ion
that the remova l of a clump of trees which presentl y stands between the pursuer s'
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home and turbin e 1 would have any practic al impac t on the noise
from turbin e 1 was
entirel y specul ative.

The abatem ent potent ial of 'depow ering' turbin e 1, i.e.

progra mmin g it so that the blades would rotate more slowly , was
unkno wn. These
observ ations all demon strated that the issue of mitiga tion
and abatem ent is
inhere ntly experi menta l, which suppo rts the pursu ers' conten tion
that any order
made by the court under sectio n 82(2) of the 1990 Act should not
attem pt to specify
the steps (short of decom missio ning turbin e 1) which the defen
der was requir ed to
take in order to abate the nuisan ce and preve nt its recurr ence but
shoul d rather place
the onus upon the defend er, in discus sion with the pursue
rs, to identi fy the
necess ary measu res.

(112] It emerg ed that partie s were in fact in agreem ent that, in the
event that I was satisfied
that a nuisan ce had been prove d, the appro priate course would be
to make a findin g
to that effect and therea fter contin ue the procee dings to a furthe r
hearin g in order to
hear submi ssions with regard to the appro priate means of achiev
ing the necess ary
abatem ent and avoidi ng recurr ence, and hence the appro priate
terms of the order
under sectio n 82(2) which the court would be oblige d to grant.

[113] Mr Camp bell found ed upon the case of Robb v Dundee City
Council 2002 SC 301 as
setting out the prope r appro ach to the questi on of wheth er a
statut ory nuisan ce
under the 1990 Act has been prove d. That case relate d to a quite
differe nt factual
matrix from these procee dings. Howe ver, Mr Camp bell submi tted
that, applyi ng the
appro ach set forth in Robb to the terms of sectio n 79(1)(g) of the 1990
Act, a statuto ry
nuisan ce could be establ ished where a pursu er prove s either that
noise emitte d from
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premises is "prejudic ial to health", which is in tum defined in section 79(7) of the Act
as meaning "injurious, or likely to cause injury, to health", or that noise emitted from
premises constitutes a nuisance at common law. Mr Campbel l made it clear that the
pursuers founded solely upon the existence of nuisance at common law and accepted
that there was no evidence of any identifiable medical condition or other medicall y
confirme d consequence having been caused to the pursuers by noise from the
turbines. Their avermen ts to the contrary were not supporte d by the evidence .

[114] Mr Campbel l submitte d that a nuisance at common law would be establish ed by
evidence which proved on baiance of probabilities that the noise from the turbines
would not be tolerated by a reasonab le person and that its effects upon the pursuers
were plus quam tolerabile (Robb v Dundee City Council per Lord Cameron of
Lochbroom at paras [17] and [20]).

[115] Mr Campbel l submitte d that that test was met having regard to the evidence as a
whole. The pursuers ' case is that the noise emanatin g from the turbines, as described
by the pursuers and by Mr Poole, is intolerable both in terms of its volume and
character. The court was therefore obliged to pronoun ce and order in appropri ate
terms in terms of section 82(2) of the 1990 Act.

[116] Mr Campbel l invited me to accept the pursuers and Mr Poole as credible and reliable
witnesse s in relation to the volume and character of the turbine noise and its
intolerable impact upon them. There was no evidence to suggest that Mrs Milne is
any more sensitive to turbine noise than the average person.
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[117] In additio n to the eviden ce of the pursue rs and Mr Poole, the pursue
rs relied upon
the eviden ce of Mr Bowdl er and his report pro 5/3/1. Mr Bowdl er had identif
ied AM
in the noise from the turbine s. The turbine noise was found by him
to vary in
volum e over short period s of time, spanni ng tens of second s. This was
consist ent
with the pursue rs' descrip tions of the turbine noise. Turbin e noise is not
inaudib le
simply becaus e it is below backgr ound noise (para 3 of 5/3/1). Mr Campb
ell invited
me to accept Mr Bowdl er's view that BS 4142 is a more approp riate tool for
assessing
the impact of turbine noise than ETSU.

[118] Mr Campb ell submit ted that the brief audio sequen ce played during
the eviden ce of
Mr Suther land did not adequa tely demon strate the volum e or charac
ter of the
turbine noise to which the pursue rs have been subject ed. It simply demon
strated
what was record ed at the particu lar time when the clip was captur ed, and
was then
played in the highly artificial setting of the court on equipm ent of unkno wn
technical
capabil ities.

Submissions on behalf of the defender
[119] Mr Findla y adopte d his written submis sions, invited me to sustain
the defend er's
pleas-i n-law numbe rs 1, 6, 8 and 10 and invited me to refuse the pursue rs'
craves. It
seemed to me that the defend er clearly also relied upon its plea in law numbe
r 9.

[120] Mr Findla y confirm ed that the issue focusse d in the defend er's pleas-i
n-law numbe rs
3, 4 and 5, namely the adequa cy of the pre-act ion notice served on behalf
of the
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pursuers under section 82(6) of the 1990 Act, was no longer insisted upon by the
defender. It appears to me that the defender's plea in law number 2 focusses the
same issue. These pleas in law therefore fall to be refused on the basis that they were
not insisted upon at proof.

[121] The defender's plea in law number 7 attacks the pursuers' second plea in law on the
basis that it "[seeks] an order which is insufficiently precise." However that
argument was not insisted upon by Mr Findlay and so this plea in law also falls to be
refused as a result.

[122] Mr hndlay accepted that the correct approach tu the determinat ion of whether a
statutory nuisance had been proved is that set out in Robb v Dundee City Council.

[123] Mr Findlay accepted that complianc e with a planning condition does not exclude the
possibility that a nuisance has nonetheles s arisen. He relied upon the case of

Lawrence and another v Fen Tigers Limited and others [2014] UK SC13 as authority for a
number of proposition s. In determinin g whether a particular activity caused a
nuisance by noise, the court has to objectively assess the level of noise which a
normal person would find it reasonable to put up with given the established pattern
of uses, or character, of the locality in which the activity was carried out. The terms
and conditions of the relevant planning permission can be relevant to an evaluation
of the acceptability of the noise complaine d of. The grant of the planning permission
may be relevant to the issue of remedy. The view of a local planning authority as to
an acceptable noise level may be of value as a starting point in considerin g whether a
nuisance has been caused (paras [96] and [97] per Lord Neuberger of Abbotsbur y
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PSC). Where a releva nt plann ing permi ssion includ es a detail
ed and carefu lly
consid ered frame work of condit ions gover ning the accept able
limits of noise use,
they may provid e a useful startin g point or bench mark for the court'
s consid eratio n
of the same issues (per Lord Camw ath JSC at para [218]). The
pursu ers had no
criticism of the terms of the plann ing condit ions applic able
to the defend er's
turbin es.

[124] In contra st to the circum stance s in Lawrence, the plann ing
condit ions applic able to
the defend er's turbin es were detaile d, carefully consid ered
and also reflect ed
consid eratio n of the releva nt nation ally applic able policy frame work

(ETSU).

[125] There was no eviden ce of any establ ished breach of the
noise levels set out in
plann ing condit ion 17.

This was expres sly accept ed in the pursu ers' writte n

submi ssions (see sectio n 7 of pursu ers' submi ssions , page 6, para
5). That condit ion
was the result of consid eratio n by the plann ing autho rity and
took accou nt of the
guidan ce set forth in ETSU, which is not solely conce rned
with balanc ing the
intere sts of wind farm develo pers with the intere sts of local
comm unitie s but is
rather conce rned with findin g a balanc e which prope rly
protec ts the local
enviro nment and comm unity.

Aberd eensh ire Counc il, in formu lating plann ing

condit ion 17, had specif ied noise levels which were more string
ent than those
recom mende d in ETSU.

[126] Mr Findla y stress ed the pre-em inence of ETSU in relatio
n to the assess ment of the
impac t of turbin e noise. The pursu ers' submi ssions with regard
to the merits of BS
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4142 over ETSU simply reflected the personal preference s of Mr Bowdler.

The

pursuers' witness, Dr Cand, and the defender's expert, Mr Sutherland , both accepted
the primacy of ETSU and their evidence in that regard should be preferred.

[127]

Mr Findlay criticised the pursuers' failure to call Mr Grant, the local authority
environme ntal health officer, as a witness despite having cited him. Mr Findlay
submitted that, if called, Mr Grant could have given evidence about his own
observatio ns of the level of turbine noise which he experience d during his visits to
the site and that he could also have given expert evidence as to whether a nuisance
had been caused (Westminster CC v McDonald [20051 Env. LR 1). T'ne fact that he had
not been called left the pursuers' case lacking independe nt support.

[128]

The evidence given by the pursuers and Mr Poole of the level and character of noise
from the defender's turbines and its impact upon them was exaggerate d and
suggested that they had become sensitised to the noise, and that they would only be
content if the turbines were removed or otherwise rendered inaudible, which was
entirely unrealistic given the clear evidence that all turbines produce some level of
'blade swish' noise.

[129]

Neither Dr Cand nor Mr Bowdler, the pursuers' expert witnesses, had given
evidence that any sound output which they heard from the turbines was of a level
which caused any concern. They merely confirmed that the turbines were audible to
them and they confirmed the presence of AM as a componen t of the turbine noise.
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[130] The pursue rs and Dr Cand accepte d that the turbine s have at all times
compli ed with
the noise levels set out in planni ng conditi on 17. Compl iance with the conditi
on has
been demon strated by the defend er's witnes s, Mr Suther land, over a
signific ant
period of time spanne d by numer ous reports produc ed by Green Cat
under his
superv ision. The Noise Assess ment produc ed by Green Cat in Januar
y 2018 (pro
6/4/29) demon strated that, up until that late stage, the turbine s were meetin
g the
planni ng conditi on noise limits comfor tably at night and were also meetin
g the
relevan t limits, albeit by a smalle r margin , during the day. Taken along
with the
careful and conser vative nature of planni ng conditi on 17, this strongl y contrad
icted
the pursue rs' case.

[131] With regard to the potenti al significance of AM as a compo nent of
the noise from the
defend er's turbine s, Mr Findla y accept ed that there was AM presen t
at the site,
inevita bly so given that all wind turbine s genera te AM to some degree.
Howev er,
there was no eviden ce to sugges t that AM was presen t at this site to a degree
which
was except ional or unusua l.

[132]

Applyi ng the relevan t penalti es to reflect the AM compo nent of the turbine
noise
retrosp ectivel y, Mr Suther land's conclu sion was that the turbine s would
still have
compli ed with the noise limits in planni ng condit ion 17 with the except
ion of very
limited breach es in the very recent past during daytim e hours when East
Mains of
Crichie was unoccu pied and therefo re backgr ound noise levels were
unnatu rally
low.
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[133] The defender's expert, Mr Sutherland had also visited the site on a number of
occasions and listened to a large number of audio recordings of the turbines. He had
never heard anything consistent with the pursuers' descriptions of the level of
turbine noise which they claim to have experienced and the impact which they claim
that the turbine noise has had on their lives.

Mr Sutherland's experience was

supported by the brief audio recording played during his evidence, which Mr
Findlay relied upon as providing an indication not only of the character but of the
volume of the noise emitted by the turbines.

[134] Google photo 6/4/30 showed that numerous other domestic dwellings sit in fairly
close proximity to the defender's turbines. However only the pursuers have a formal
complaint of nuisance outstanding.

Some of those dwellings are closer to the

turbines than Mr Poole's property.

[135] It was not sufficient for the pursuers to give evidence describing their impressions of
the noise from the turbines. Some people are simply more sensitive to noise than
others.

The pursuers may fall into that category, having regard to Mrs Milne' s

evidence in chief to the effect that initially she had assumed that the turbines would
be inaudible.

This was an unrealistic attitude on her part.

Her evidence was

exaggerated. The noise from the turbines did not appear to have the same impact on
Mr Milne as on Mrs Milne. He did not find it necessary to move to another bedroom.
Both of the pursuers and Mr Poole appeared to share the wish for the turbines to be
virtually, if not literally, inaudible. Mr Poole, who is not a party to the action, wants
the turbines removed. Neither the pursuers nor Mr Poole would accept that any
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mitigati on applied to turbine 1 had had any impact on the noise from the turbines
.
Howeve r, both Dr Cand and Mr Sutherl and accepte d that there had been
a
measura ble, if slight, reductio n in turbine noise levels as a result of mitigati ng
measur es applied to turbine 1.

(136] In the event that the court was satisfied that the pursuer s have proved the existenc
e
of a statutor y nuisanc e, a further hearing should be fixed in order to discuss and
conside r the terms of an appropr iate order under section 82(2) of the 1990 Act with
regard to abateme nt. It was not appropr iate for the court to specify "the route to
abatem ent" but, given the potentia l for crimina l penaltie s to apply to breach of any
order under section 82(2), by virtue of section 82(9) of the Act, it may become
necessa ry for the court, at the appropr iate point in further procedu re, to specify the
standar d against which complia nce with any such order was to be assessed.

(137] Returni ng to the approac h of the UK Suprem e Court in Lawrence v Fen Tigers,
Mr
Findlay submitt ed that the noise limits specifie d in plannin g conditio n 17 are a good
starting point for determi nation of whethe r a statutor y nuisanc e has been proved in
this case. Taking that as a starting point, the evidenc e indicate d that the pursuer
s
had failed to prove their case.

Assessm ent of Evidence

The pursuers, Mr Poole and Mr Howie
(138] I accept the evidenc e of the pursuer s and Mr Poole in relation to the level
of noise
experie nced by them from the defende r's turbines , the characte ristics of that noise
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and its impact upon their lives. I prefer their evidence in relation to these matters to
the evidence of Mr Howie, whose evidence was very brief and included his account
of the level and character of the noise from the turbines, but which I must interpret in
light of the financial interest which his family has in maximising the efficiency and
productive capacity of the turbines, even at the cost of consequent noise.

[139] In submitting that I should not accept the evidence of the pursuers and Mr Poole as
credible and reliable in relation to the level and character of the turbine noise
described by them, the defender founded in part upon the fact that no other local
residents had made formal complaints about noise from the turbines. It is perhaps a
slightly unusual feature of these proceedings that further witnesses of fact were not
called by either the pursuers or the defender to give evidence about the level and
character of the noise from the defender's turbines, although there were passing
references in the evidence of Mr Poole and Mr Howie to concerns expressed by other
local residents.

That said, there are a number of factors which support my

assessment of the pursuers and Mr Poole as credible and reliable witnesses whose
evidence in relation to these matters should be accepted.

[140] There was no evidence, or suggestion, of any connection between the pursuers and
Mr Poole which might suggest that they had colluded to fabricate or exaggerate their
descriptions of turbine noise and its impact upon them.

[141] According to their unchallenged evidence, the pursuers have never visited any other
local properties in order to assess the extent to which those properties may be
affected by noise from the turbines.
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[142] The pursuers' property is 436 metres southwest of turbine 1. Mr Poole's property is
apparently around 680 metres southeast of turbine 3 (the most distant turbine from
the pursuers' property but the closest to Mr Poole's property).

However, the

description s of the level, character and impact of turbine noise given by the pursuers
on one hand and Mr Poole on the other were entirely consistent with each other.

[143] There is also some support for the pursuers' description of the variable, undulating
character of the turbine noise in the expert evidence led by both the pursuers and the
defender to the effect that amplitude modulatio n (AM), which is a reference to
variation in the volume of noise over short periods of time, as opposed to its simple
volume, is not only a predictable feature of all wind turbine noise but is also present
in the noise emitted by the turbines at West Knock Farm.

[ 144] In his closing submission s Mr Campbell indicated that the pursuers cannot say with
certainty that AM is the cause of, or a material factor contributin g to, noise nuisance
from the defender's turbines.

The evidence of Dr Cand did, however, indicate

(without referring to specific research on the issue) that there is an acceptance in the
acoustics profession that AM can potentially contribute to harmful impact upon
individual s exposed to noise which has an AM componen t. Presumabl y it is in
recognition of this potentially harmful impact that the analytical tools for the
assessmen t and rating of AM in wind turbine noise which were advocated by both
Dr Cand and by the defender's expert Mr Sutherland involved the imposition of
notional penalties, expressed in decibels, in recognition of the AM componen t of
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noise which may, in terms of its basic volume, comply with a planning condition or
other relevant limit but which may exceed that limit when those penalties are
applied.

[145] Mrs Milne has clearly taken the leading role in articulating the pursuers' complaints
about noise from the turbines and in communicating with the local authority and
other bodies in pursuit of redress. It is clear that Mrs Milne' s correspondence with,
in particular, the local authority began at a very early stage after the turbines were
commissioned. It is worth noting that evidence was led that Mr and Mrs Milne did
not receive any formai notice of the pianning appiication for the turbines. Aithough
Mr Campbell made it clear in his submissions that no issue was taken arising from
this, it was clear that Mr and Mrs Milne were not directly included in the planning
process which preceded the construction of the turbines. It appears that, after
construction of the turbines commenced and they became aware that the turbines
were to be constructed and of where they were to be positioned, they took no steps
to complain or object. This is consistent with their position in evidence that they were
not opposed as a matter of principle to wind turbines being situated in the vicinity of
their property and that they had indeed given consideration to the installation of a
small turbine on their own land prior to their experience of the noise emitted by the
defender's turbines. Mr and Mrs Milne' s complaints about the defender's turbines
only began after the turbines were commissioned in November 2011 and the couple,
particularly Mrs Milne, experienced the combined effects of the volume and
character of the noise which they emitted.
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[146]

Mrs Milne's earliest letter to Mr Grant, the local authority environm ental health
officer, is dated 7 January 2012 (pro 5/1/5) and the language which that letter uses to
articulate her concerns is entirely consisten t with the evidence which she gave in
court.

The letter speaks of "almost constant noise pollution " since the

commiss ioning of the turbines in Novemb er 2011 and complain s that "it is not just
the sound level but the variable acoustic nature of wind turbine noise that is so
insidious ". These descripti ons are entirely consisten t with Mrs Milne' s evidence and
it seems clear that her position has remained consisten t from that very early stage.
The evidence of Mr Milne and Mr Poole is, in my view, in turn, entirely consisten t
with the evidence of Mrs Milne as to the volume, character and impact of the noise
from the turbines.

[147] There was unchalle nged evidence that Mrs Milne maintain ed diaries througho ut
2012, 2013, 2014, 2015 and 2016 recording her descripti ons of objection able levels of
noise from the turbines (pursuer s' fifth inventory ). This also tends in my view to
support her position that the level and character of the noise from the turbines have
exerted a consisten tly negative impact on her domestic environm ent from the outset.

[148] I also accept that the primary reason for Mrs Milne's decision to relocate to Surrey,
with her horses, during her husband 's temporar y assignme nt there was to escape the
noise from the defender 's turbines and its effects upon her life. This was a significan t
upheava l in Mrs Milne's domestic circumst ances which, in my view, supports her
evidence of the level and impact of the turbine noise.
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[149] I fully accept Mr and Mrs Milne and Mr Poole as credible and reliable witnesses in
relation to the volume and character of the noise emitted by the turbines and the
impact of that noise on their lives. Their evidence was not simply that the turbines
are audible to them. Individuals may well, depending on the circumstances,
reasonably be expected to endure noise which is simply audible to them. However
the evidence given by Mr and Mrs Milne and by Mr Poole went far beyond a simple
complaint about audible noise. Their accounts appeared to me to be entirely
authentic. I did not form the view that these witnesses exaggerated their evidence in
relation to these matters or that they are simply unusually sensitive to noise from the
turbines with the resuit that they perceive noise which is in fact within reasonabie
limits to be intolerable. I also accept their evidence that the volume, character and
impact of the turbine noise which they described in their evidence have continued at
generally the same level from November 2011 when the turbines were commissioned
until the commencement of the proof in February 2018.

Skilled Witnesses
[150] I also heard evidence from three skilled witnesses, namely Dr Cand and Mr Bowdler
for the pursuers and Mr Sutherland for the defender. No objection was raised to the
qualifications, experience or professional standing of any of these witnesses. I was
given no reason to doubt the credibility and reliability of their evidence.

[151] Although each of the skilled witnesses gave evidence of having visited the site at
least once (Mr Sutherland more often than either Dr Cand or Mr Bowdler), none of
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these witness es gave evidenc e of having heard or experie nced turbine noise on those
occasio ns of the level describe d by the pursuer s and Mr Poole.

[152] The subject matter of the evidenc e given by the skilled witness es was inheren
tly
detailed , technical and complic ated. Their evidenc e was largely focused on the issue
of amplitu de modula tion (AM) as a compon ent of turbine noise and the appropr iate
means of identify ing, measur ing and assessin g the impact of turbine noise. This
observa tion applies as much to the evidenc e of Dr Cand and Mr Bowdler, who were
called by the pursuer s, as to the evidenc e of Mr Sutherl and who gave evidenc e for
the defende r. Howeve r Mr Campbe ll made it clear during his submiss ions that the
pursuer s do not assert that the noise nuisanc e of which they compla in is the result of
AM. It appears therefor e that the pursuer s' position is that AM is simply a potentia
l
compon ent in the noise nuisanc e which they claim has resulted from the operatio n of
the defende r's turbines .

[153] Assessi ng the evidenc e of the skilled witness es against that backgro und, it appeare
d
to me that they agreed that the availabl e data appears to suggest that the defende r's
turbine s have general ly always complie d with the noise levels set out in plannin
g
conditio n 17. As to the appropr iate means of identify ing, measur ing and assessin
g
the signific ance of the AM compon ent within the noise emitted by the turbines , the
pursuer s' witness Dr Cand and the defende r's witness Mr Sutherl and appeare d to be
in broad agreem ent that the appropr iate approac h was that set out in the ETSU
docume nt, with appropr iate modific ations represe nted by the Institute of Acoustics
(IOA) guidanc e on the appropr iate means of identify ing and measuri ng the AM
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component of the turbine noise and the application of the penalties recommended in
the DBEIS guidance in order to arrive at an assessment of the impact of the AM
component of the noise. The pursuers' witness Mr Bowdler, on the other hand,
rejected ETSU as the most appropriate tool for the assessment of wind turbine noise
and expressed his personal preference for the alternative approach set out in BS 4142.

[154] Insofar as this particular issue may be significant to the determination of the issues
which are before the court, I prefer the approach of Dr Cand and Mr Sutherland to
that of Mr Bowdler. The former approach is founded on the ETSU guidance which is
well established as the pre-eminent source of guidance in relation to planning issues
concerning noise from wind turbines throughout the UK. Although it is concerned
with attempting to strike a balance between the interest of wind farm developers and
the interests of local communities, I accept that the ETSU guidance does have regard
to issues concerning the potential impact of wind farm noise on individuals. It
appeared to me that Mr Bowdler' s sincerely held and clearly expressed preference
for BS 4142 can only be regarded as his personal preference, which is clearly not
reflected in the practice of professionals in the field of acoustics or of planning
authorities, even on Mr Bowdler' s own evidence.

[155] I therefore prefer the evidence of Dr Cand and Mr Sutherland to the evidence of Mr
Bowdler, in so far as there was any conflict between the two with regard to the most
appropriate means of identifying and assessing the potential impact of turbine noise.
It does not appear to me however that this renders Mr Bowdler' s evidence to be

entirely lacking in significance, since it does not appear to me that the two competing
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approaches to the issue of identifying and assessing the potential impact of turbine
noise (the ETSU approach on one hand and the BS 4142 approach on the other) are
necessarily mutually exclusive. There is simply evidence arising from the application
of each of these two alternative approaches to the investigation and assessment of
issues concerning noise emitted by the turbines.

[156] It seems to me that, to the extent that the matters considered by the skilled witnesses
are of significance to the issues which are before the court, their evidence lends some
support to the pursuers' case. It is clear that all of the skilled witnesses found AM to
be present in noise data from this site.

[157] The pursuers' witness Mr Bowdler concluded (albeit by applying BS 4142 to analyse
the turbine noise) that in particular wind conditions identified by him, there was
"almost always a significant adverse impact at night and an adverse impact during
the day." However Mr Bowdler also commented that, although AM appeared to be a
contributory factor to the harmful impact reported by the pursuers, it did not appear
to be the dominant factor.

[158] Dr Cand was able to find some correlation between periods of apparently high AM,
according to noise data from the site, and at least some of the complaints noted by
Mrs Milne in her diaries. Retrospective application of the penalties recommende d by
the DBEIS report to noise data from a number of dates in November 2016 resulted in
notional noise levels which, according to Dr Cand, would have been in breach of the
noise limits set by planning condition 17. On the other hand Dr Cand concluded in
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his Amplitude Modulation Analysis (pro 6/3/24) dated 18 June 2014 that, at that time,
although AM was present in the noise emitted from the turbines, OAM did not
appear to be a significant factor at that time and the AM levels detected appeared to
be lower than at some other sites with which he had been involved.

[159] Retrospective application of the same penalties to noise data from November and
December 2017 would appear to have given results which would have resulted in
slight breach of the daytime noise limits, according to Mr Sutherland. The listening
test carried out by Mr Sutherland and a colleague for the purposes of Green Cat
report 6/4/30 found that turbine noise was 'intrusive' in 21 of 153 brief recordings
listened to. Some of the noise data gathered in November and December 2017, when
analysed by Mr Sutherland for Green Cat's report pro 6/4/30, was found to contain
'potentially unacceptable OAM' when the wind was blowing in a particular direction
(para 4.1.5).

[160] It seems clear that, even for specialists in the field of acoustics, the application of the
developing science in this field is not a straightforward matter. In my view the extent
to which the technical evidence led by both sides at proof made the issues for
decision by the court any clearer is open to question. Neither side's skilled witnesses
claimed to have a definitive analysis of the issues from a scientific perspective. Even
though the balance of technical evidence indicated that AM is a feature of the noise
emitted by the turbines, it is equally clear that it is accepted that all wind turbines
produce some level of AM as a consequence of the rotation of their blades and that
there are no recognised criteria as to any particular threshold or level of AM, of any
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type, which is recognise d as being harmful to individu als who are exposed to it. The
introduct ion of a dispute between members of the acoustics professio n in relation to
the most appropri ate means of identifyin g and assessing the impact of turbine noise
did not serve to make the court's task any more straightf orward, particula rly having
regard to the limited reliance which was ultimatel y placed on the significan ce of AM
by the pursuers .

[161] In my view this case turns primarily on the non-tech nical evidence given by
witnesse s who have spent years living in the vicinity of the turbines.

Discussi on

General issues
[162]

After some discussio n parties were in agreemen t that the decision as to whether a
nuisance exists must be taken on the basis of the evidence as at the date of the court's
decision, rather than as at the date when the proceedi ngs were raised.

[163]

There was also agreeme nt that complian ce with noise levels set by planning
condition s does not exclude the existence of a statutory nuisance .

[164] During closing submissi ons, there was some discussio n of the extent to which it
might be appropri ate for me to consider, in reaching my judgmen t, the terms of
technical reports not spoken to during evidence led at proof, the contents of diary
entries made by Mrs Milne which were not spoken to in evidence and the content of
audio recording s of turbine noise which were not played at proof.
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[165] A number of technical reports which were lodged as production s were not spoken to
at proof. I understood that it was suggested during submission s that it might be
appropriat e for me to consider some of those technical reports in the course of
reaching my decision. In my vie,v, it would not be appropriat e for me to follow that
course. The subject matter of the technical reports lodged in this case is such that I
would not consider it to be appropriat e for me to attempt to interpret their contents
in absence of evidence from suitably qualified witnesses to explain the significance
and context of the reports.

Accordingly, I have refrained from considerin g the

content of any reports not spoken to in evidence, except to the extent that such
reports contain straightfor ward factual material to which reference was made
elsewhere in the evidence, even if the report in question was not specifically spoken
to by a witness. As I understood it, parties were agreed that this approach was
unobjectio nable.

[166] Mrs Milne identified her diaries from 2012, 2013, 2014, 2015 and 2016 and gave
evidence that she had made entries in those diaries recording her observatio ns of the
level and character of turbine noise where she considered it appropriat e to do so.
Her evidence to this effect was not disputed. However, very few specific diary
entries were spoken to in evidence. During closing submission s I understood Mr
Campbell to invite me to consider the whole contents of the diaries as providing a
contempor aneous record of Mrs Milne' s observatio ns. Mr Findlay had no objection
to the use of the diaries for this purpose, on the basis that the defender did not
dispute that Mrs Milne had made the entries in the diaries but did dispute the
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credibility and reliability of those entries as accurate representa tions of the level and
characteristics of the turbine noise referred to in the entries. It seems to me that the
correct approach is for me simply to proceed on the undispute d basis that these
diaries contain entries of the kind described by Mrs Milne, but to refrain from any
detailed considerat ion of the content of entries which did not feature in evidence
(some of which, according to Mrs Milne, are expressed in her own shorthand) .

[167] So far as sound recordings are concerned, on the third day of the proof (16 February),
I allowed the defender's fifth inventory of production s to be received.

That

inventory introduced an electronic storage device on which I understood that a large
number of brief audio recordings made at East Mains of Crichie were contained. I
understand that these may be copies of at least some of the recordings analysed by
Mr Sutherland and his colleague in the course of the listening test which they carried
out for the purposes of the Green Cat report pro 6/4/30. I understoo d Mr Campbell
to suggest during his closing submission s that it would be open to me to listen to
these recordings , although he only raised the issue in order to invite me, in the event
that I did choose to listen to the recordings , to attach very limited significance to
them. Once again, however, my view is that it is only appropriat e for me to have
regard to the single audio clip which was played, for illustrative purposes, during
the evidence of Mr Sutherland . I understood Mr Findlay to agree that that was the
appropriat e approach.

[168]

So far as the brief recording played during Mr Sutherland 's evidence is concerned, I
make it clear that I do not regard this as being in any way decisive or fully
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representative of the turbine noise which might be audible from East Mains of
Crichie under 'real' conditions, having regard to the fact that I heard the recording in
the highly artificial conditions of a courtroom, via the standard audio equipment
available there and with no contextual information as to the conditions under which
it was recorded or whether the recording was said to representive of the level and
character of the noise described by the pursuers and Mr Poole in their evidence. The
recording was in fact not played for their comment during their evidence.

The nature of the pursuers' complaint
[169] It is worth emphasising that the pursuers did not base their case solely on the
voiume of the noise emitted by the defender's turbines, or on the assertion that AM
as a component of the noise emitted by the defender's turbines is the sole cause of
the nuisance of which they complain. The volume of the turbine noise is only one
aspect of their complaint, and they go no further than to assert that AM is a potential
contributing factor. To that extent their evidence is given some support by the
technical evidence.

[170] It appears to me that the pursuers' complaint is really based on the combined effect
of a number of factors, namely: the volume of the turbine noise, even if it does
comply with the noise limits set out in planning condition 17; the fact that it can
continue at a significant, intrusive level for lengthy periods; the character of the
noise, whether it takes the form of rhythmic, repetitive 'blade swish' or any of the
other, apparently less well understood, forms of turbine noise; the unpredictable
manner in which the volume and character of the noise emitted by the turbines can
change, or the noise can cease altogether, only to resume again in an equally
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unpredic table manner; and the negative impact of the turbine noise on the pursuers '
ability to enjoy living in their home at East Mains of Crichie. Against this
backgrou nd it is in my view worth stressing that planning condition 17 appears to be
concerne d solely with the simple volume of the turbine noise.

The relevant legislative structure
[171] It seems clear from the case of Robb v Dundee City Council that section 79 (l)(g) of the
1990 Act provides two distinct grounds upon which individu als such as the pursuer
may seek to establish that noise emitted from premises constitut es a statutory
nuisance . The first of those grounds is that the noise is "prejudic ial to health", an
expressio n which is defined in section 79(7) of the Act to mean "injuriou s, or likely to
cause injury, to health." The pursuers made avermen ts on Record which appeared to
support this ground of action but Mr Campbel l accepted in his submissi ons that
those avermen ts are not supporte d by evidence and stated that this ground of action
was not relied upon by the pursuers . The second ground of action available under
section 79(1)(g) of the 1990 Act is that noise emitted from premises amounts to a
nuisance at common law, in the sense of being intolerab le or somethin g which would
not be tolerated by a reasonab le person ("plus quam tolerabile") (Robb v Dundee City
Council per Lord Cameron of Lochbroo m at paras [2], [3], [4] and [16] to [22], Lord

Johnston at paras [15] and [22] and Lady Paton at paras [5] to [9]). Thus, it appears
that common law nuisance , where it is shown to arise from "noise emitted from
premises ", may constitut e a statutory nuisance for the purposes of section 79(1)(g) of
the 1990 Act.

Mr Campbel l made it clear in his closing submissi ons that the

pursuers ' case is based on the second of the two grounds of action provided by
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section 79(1)(g) of the Act, namely common law nuisance, given that the pursuers
cannot point to any specific, identified medical condition or treatment which can be
attributed to the effects of noise from the turbines.

The relevance of the planning condition
[172] Mr Findlay relied upon the case of Lawrence v Fen Tigers as authority for the general
proposition that compliance with a planning condition applicable to the source of an
alleged nuisance, particularly where that condition is carefully worded, may be
relevant to the court's decision as to whether the alleged nuisance has been proved to
exist.

[173] It appears to me that a number of dicta from Lawrence require to be noted in detail.
The case arose from proceedings raised by the owners of a house ('the claimants')
which was situated close to a stadium at which various motorsports took place in
accordance with planning permission. The claimants succeeded at first instance in
establishing that noise from the activities carried on at the stadium constituted a
nuisance in terms of the 1990 Act. The Court of Appeal allowed an appeal by the
defendants. The claimants then appealed to the UK Supreme Court, which allowed
their appeal.

In delivering their judgments the members of the Supreme Court

considered the relevance of planning consent to a complaint of nuisance. Some of
their Lordships' observations relate to the complications which may arise where the
grant of planning permission can be said to have altered the character of the locality.
However, those passages are, in my view, inapplicable to the present proceedings
because Mr Findlay made it clear in his submissions that the defender does not
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contend that the grant of planning permission altered the character of the area which
is relevant to these proceedings.

[174] Returning to the relevance of planning consent to a complaint of nuisance, Lord
Neuberger of Abbotsbury PSC observed at paragraphs 89 and 90 of his judgment
that:
"The grant of planning permission for a particular development does not
mean that that development is lawful. All it means is that a bar to the use
imposed by planning law, in the public interest, has been removed ... Quite
apart from this, it seems wrong in principle that, through the grant of a
planning permission, a planning authority should be able to deprive a
property owner of a right to object to what would otherwise be a nuisance,
without providing her with compensation, when there is no provision in the
planning legislation which suggests such a possibility".

[175]

At paragraphs 94 to 96 of his judgment, Lord Neuberger said this:
"94. Accordingly, I consider that the mere fact that the activity which is said
to give rise to the nuisance has the benefit of a planning permission is
normally of no assistance to the defendant in a claim brought by a neighbour
who contends that the activity [caused] a nuisance to her land in the form of
noise or other loss of amenity.
95. A planning authority has to consider the effect of a proposed
development on occupiers of neighbouring land, but that is merely one of the
factors which has to be taken into account. The planning authority can be
expected to balance various competing interests, which will often be
multifarious in nature, as best it can in the overall public interest, bearing in
mind relevant planning guidelines. Some of those factors, such as many
political and economic considerations which properly may play a part in the
thinking of the members of a planning authority, would play no part in the
assessment of whether a particular activity constitutes a nuisance ...
96. However, there will be occasions when the terms of a planning permission
could be of some relevance in a nuisance case. Thus, the fact that the
planning authority takes the view that noisy activity is acceptable after 8.30
am, or if it is limited to a certain decibel level, in a particular locality, may be
of real value, at least as a starting point as Lord Camwath JSC says in para
218 below, in a case where the claimant is contending that the activity gives
rise to a nuisance if it starts before 9.30 am, or is at or below the permitted
decibel level. While the decision whether the activity causes a nuisance to the
claimant is not for the planning authority but for the court, the existence and
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terms of the permission are not irrelevant as a matter of law, but in many
cases they will be of little, or even no, evidential value and in other cases
rather more".

[176] At paras 124 and 125 of his judgrnent, Lord Neuberger indicated that the fact that the
activity which has given rise to the nuisance was permitted by planning permission
may be relevant as a matter of public interest to the court's decision as to the
appropriate remedy for the nuisance. Lord Neuberger considered the impact of the
public interest in the context of a choice between the grant of an injunction and an
award of compensation. By contrast the sheriff's powers where a statutory nuisance
within the meaning of section 79(1)(g) of the 1990 Act is established are prescribed by
section 82(2) of the Act and do not include the power to award damages. However,
it appears to me that the principle that the grant of planning permission for an
activity which is later found to have given rise to a nuisance may be relevant to the
court's ultimate response to that nuisance is of some potential significance in the
present case.

[177] Lord Sumption concurred with Lord Neuberger's view that:
" ... [T]hc existence of planning permission for a given use is of very limited
relevance to the question whether that use constitutes a private nuisance. It
may at best provide some evidence of the reasonableness of the particular use
of land in question. But planning authorities are concerned with the public
interest in development and land use, as that interest is defined in the
planning legislation and any relevant development plans and policies.
Planning powers do not exist to enforce or override private rights in respect
of land use, whether arising from restrictive covenants, contracts, or the law
of tort. Likewise, the question whether a neighbouring landowner has a right
of action in nuisance in respect of some use of land has to be decided by the
courts regardless of any public interest engaged" (para 156).
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[178] At paras 157 and 161 of his judgment, Lord Sumption considered the relevance of the
fact that the activity complained of was permitted by planning permission to the
court's choice of remedy where that activity is found to have given rise to a nuisance
and observed (para 161) that:
In particular, it may well be that an injunction should as a matter of
principle not be granted in a case where a use of land to which objection is
taken requires and has received planning permission".
11

•••

Lord Sumption did not express a concluded view on the matter but merely identified
this as an issue which may merit closer consideration in an appropriate case.

[179] Lord Mance concurred with Lord Neuberger's observations in relation to the
potential limits on the relevance of planning permission to the question of whether a
nuisance has been established. In relation to choice of remedy, Lord Mance observed
(para 168) that:
"I would only add in relation to remedy that the right to enjoy one's home
without disturbance is one which I would believe that many, indeed most,
people value for reasons largely if not entirely independent of money".

[180] In relation to the relevance of planning control to the decision whether a nuisance
has been established, Lord Camwath said this:
"192 ... Decisions made by local planning authorities and planning inspectors
reflect, or should reflect, an attempt by the authorities consciously to balance
the likely benefits of a proposed development against any potential adverse
consequences . That process often involves consideration of the interests of
neighbouring property owners, including the impact of noise. Thus, national
planning advice encourages planning authorities to restrict new development
which could give rise to significant adverse impacts from noise; but
emphasises that planning is concerned with the acceptability of the use in
principle, rather than control of processes or emissions which are subject to
other regulatory controls ...
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193. The law of private nuisance, of far greater antiquity than modem
planning legislation, also fulfils the function of protecting the interests of
property owners. There is, however, a fundamental difference between
planning law and the law of nuisance. The former exists to protect and
promote the public interest, whereas the latter protects the rights of particular
individuals. Planning decisions may require individuals to bear burdens for
the benefit of others, the local community or the public as a whole. But, as the
law stands, it is generally no defence to a claim of nuisance that the activity in
question is of benefit to the public.
194. Thus planning controls and the law of nuisance may pull in opposite
directions. A development executed in accordance with planning permission
may, nevertheless, cause a substantial interference with the enjoyment of
neighbouring properties ... ".

[181] At paragraph 218 of his judgrnent, Lord Carnwath observed that:
" ... A planning permission may be relevant in two distinct ways:
(i) It may provide evidence of the relative importance, insofar as it is
relevant, of the permitted activity as part of the pattern of uses in the area;
Where a relevant planning permission ... includes a detailed, and
(ii)
carefully considered, framework of conditions governing the acceptable limits
of a noise use, they may provide a useful starting point or benchmark for the
court's consideration of the same issues".

[182] At para 246 of his judgment, Lord Carnwath accepted that the nature of, and
background to, a relevant planning permission may be an important factor in the
court's decision with regard to remedy for nuisance.

[183] In the present case, unlike the situation faced by the court in Lawrence v Fen Tigers
(see para 227 per Lord Camwath) the activity which is alleged to have given rise to a
nuisance, namely the operation of the defender's wind turbines, is the subject of a
comparatively detailed planning condition which sets specific noise limits governing
both daytime and night time periods.
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[184] Lawrence v Fen Tigers would appear to indicate that, although it is open to the court
to consider the relevance of the planning condition and the unchalleng ed evidence
that the defender's turbines have complied with the noise limits imposed by
planning condition 17 since they were commissio ned, when deciding whether the
pursuers have proved that noise emitted by the turbines constitutes a nuisance at
common law (and hence a statutory nuisance within the meaning of section 79(1)(g)
of the 1990 Act), the factors which influenced the decisions of the planning authority
to grant planning permission and to set planning conditions may have been quite
different from those which are relevant to the court's decision as to whether the
activity permitted by the planning authority neverthele ss amounts to a nuisance.
Complianc e with planning conditions is not a defence to a claim that the activity
permitted by the planning authority neverthele ss amounts to a nuisance. In this
context I note once again that the planning condition is concerned with noise levels,
whereas the pursuers' complaint of nuisance is more broadly based and founds on
factors beyond straightfor ward volume. Where a claim of nuisance succeeds, the fact
that the activity complaine d of was the subject of planning consent may, as a matter
of public interest, influence the manner in which the court exercises its powers and
obligations in terms of section 82(2) of the 1990 Act.

The potential admissibil ity of evidence of opinion by the environmental health officer
[185] This issue is academic because the environme ntal health officer from Aberdeens hire
Council who appears to have been Mrs Milne' s point of contact within the local
authority in relation to her complaints about turbine noise, Mr Grant, was not called
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as a witness although he was listed by the pursuers and, as I understand it, did
attend court during the proof.

[186] Mr Findlay submitted that it would have been open to the pursuers to call Mr Grant
both as a witness of fact in relation to his own observations of any turbine noise
which may have been apparent to him during his visits to East Mains of Crichie and
as an expert who would have been entitled to give evidence of opinion as to whether
any turbine noise experienced by him during those visits amounted to a statutory
nuisance. The latter submission was based upon the case of Westminster City Council
v McDonald, in which it appears that the Queen'~ Bench Division accepted that lhe
environmental health officers involved in that case (in which the noise complained of
resulted from the activities of a particularly loud street busker) were qualified to give
evidence of whether the noise emitted from premises amounted to a nuisance (per
Royce] at para 23). I remain unconvinced, however, that such an approach would be

followed by courts in Scotland, given that the issue of whether or not noise emitted
from premises amounts to a statutory nuisance is the fundamental question which
the court has to decide in a case of this nature (Walker and Walker, The Law of
Evidence in Scotland, 4th Ed, para 16.1.3). It may be that the approach of the court in
Westminster City Council v McDonald arises from a somewhat different approach to

this issue which appears to be taken by the English courts (Phipson on Evidence, 19th
Ed, para 33-12).

[187] However, Mr Grant did not give evidence and so it is not necessary for me to express
any concluded view on the matter. So far as this particular issue is concerned Mr
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Grant therefore remained in the margins of the evidence, emerging only briefly
during Mrs Milne' s hearsay evidence of a comment which she said that Mr Grant
had made during a visit to East Mains of Crichie which she interpreted as an
expression of his concern at the level of noise emitted by the turbines on that
occasion.

Decision as to whether nuisance established
[188] I accept that the pursuers are credible and reliable witnesses, as is their witness Mr
Poole. Mr Poole is not a party to the action and I am not being asked to make a
finding as to whether he has proved the existence of a nuisance arising from the
turbine noise which reaches his property. It does appear that his position is broadly
similar to that of the pursuers, having regard to the similarities between his evidence
and that given by the pursuers in relation to the volume and character of the noise
emitted by the turbines and its impact on his domestic and family life. The principal
point of distinction as between the pursuers and Mr Poole is that their respective
properties have different turbines closest to them. In these proceedings the primary
significance of Mr Poole's evidence is that it fully supports the pursuers' case in
relation to the volume and character of the noise emitted by the turbines and its
significant impact upon their enjoyment of their home environment over a period of
years from the commissionin g of the turbines in late 2011 until the commenceme nt of
the proof.

[189] I do not accept that the pursuers are simply prejudiced against wind turbines or that
they exaggerated their descriptions of the volume and character of the turbine noise
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which they have experienced or the impact of that noise on their lives. I do not accept
that they are unusually sensitive to noise from the turbines. The combined effect of
the volume and character of the turbine noise which the pursuers have experienced,
according to their evidence, is something no reasonable person ought to be expected
to tolerate. It is a nuisance at common law and, for the reasons already explained, it
is therefore a statutory nuisance in terms of section 79(1)(g) of the 1990 Act.

[190] It does not seem to me that the pursuers are required to explain, by reference to the
relevant science, precisely how and why the noise emitted by the turbines amounts
to a nuisance. it may not be possible for them tu do ihal. TI1ere was evidence ihat
the scientific knowledge of the properties and potential effects of AM as a component
of turbine noise is very much a developing field. I can see no requirement in the
1990 Act upon the pursuers to identify the science behind their claim of nuisance.
Their case was very much based upon the non-technical, factual descriptions of the
volume and character of the turbine noise which were given by the pursuers and Mr
Poole. It is essentially on the basis of that evidence that I am satisfied that the
pursuers' case has been established.

The court's response- Section 82(2) of the 1990 Act
[191] In terms of section 82(2) of the 1990 Act, having found that a nuisance exists, I am
obliged to make an order for either or both of the following purposes, namely:
a) Requiring the defender to abate the nuisance, within a time specified in the

order, and to execute any works necessary for that purpose; and
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b) Prohibiting a recurrence of the nuisance, and requiring the defender, within a
time specified in the order, to execute any works necessary to prevent the
recurrence.
I have no discretion as to whether to make an order under section 82(2), although the
terms of such an order are a matter for me to decide.

[192] I considered whether it was necessary for the court to specify at this stage precisely

what steps the defender is required to take in order to abate the nuisance and
prevent its recurrence. However it seems to me that, had the Act required this,
section 82(2) would have made that clear. It seems to me that there is force in Mr
Campbell's submission that, just as it is not for the pursuers to explain the science
behind their complaint of nuisance, neither can the court be expected to specify at
this stage precisely what steps the defender is required to take, short of
decommissio ning turbine 1, in order to abate the nuisance and prevent its recurrence.
On the other hand I accept the force of Mr Findlay' s submission that, having regard
to the criminal penalties for breach of a section 82(2) order, which are provided by
section 82(8) of the 1990 Act, at some point the court may require to be in a position
to make an order under section 82(2) in terms which are sufficiently specific not only
to enable the parties to these proceedings to understand their respective rights and
obligations arising from the order but to enable a court to determine, in the event of a
complaint of breach of the order, whether a criminal offence under section 82(8) has
been committed.
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[193] The difficulty which would attach to any attempt by the court to specify, at this
stage, the steps which the defender would require to take in order to abate the
nuisance and prevent its recurrence is indicative of the complexity of the issues
involved.

One option open to the court would be to order the defender to

decommission turbine 1. However, it may be that an order to that effect would go
beyond what is necessary to ensure that the nuisance is abated and does not recur,
which is all that section 82(2) of the 1990 Act requires. Further, I am mindful of the
observations of members of the Supreme Court in the case of Lawrence v Fen Tigers as
to the potential relevance to the court's choice of remedy of the fact that the activity
which gives rise to a nuisance is the subjed of platming consent. Having regard to
those observations it appears to me that it is appropriate for the court to consider
whether, as a matter of public interest, it is possible to identify some means of
allowing the activity permitted by the planning authority, namely the operation of
the defender's turbines, to continue in a manner which does not perpetuate the
nuisance which I have found to exist before concluding that an order requiring the
decommissioning of turbine 1 is necessary in order to meet the objectives of section
82(2) of the Act.

[194] With these considerations in mind I shall accede to the suggestion of parties that,
instead of making an order under section 82(2) of the 1990 Act at this stage, it is
appropriate for me to continue consideration of the appropriate terms of the
inevitable order under section 82(2) for further submissions in relation to that issue.
It appears to me that the onus must lie upon the defender to identify means short of
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the decommissioning of turbine 1 which are acceptable to the court as a means of
meeting the objectives of section 82(2) of the Act.

Decision
[195] For all of the reasons given I shall refuse the defender's pleas-in-law. I shall sustain
the pursuers' pleas-in-law, although I make it clear that the pursuers' second plea in
law is sustained only insofar as it proceeds on the basis that the noise emitted by the
defender's turbines is a nuisance and not insofar as it asserts that the turbine noise is
"prejudicial to health," since the latter assertion was departed from at proof. I shall
grant decree in terms of the pursuers' first crave, which seeks declarator that the
pursuers are properly aggrieved by the commission of a statutory nuisance caused
and permitted by the defender, namely the emission of noise from the operation of
the defender's wind turbines located on the defender's premises at West Knock
Farm. I shall continue consideration of the pursuers' second, third and fourth craves,
which seek an order or orders in terms of section 82(2) of the 1990 Act, for discussion
of the appropriate terms of such an order or orders to a hearing on Wednesday 30
May 2018 at 11.30 am.

[196] I shall also continue consideration of the question of liability for the expenses of the
action to the same hearing.

[197] In the event that parties are in agreement that they require further time to consider
and discuss the appropriate terms of the order which the court is required to make
under section 82(2) of the 1990 Act before the next calling of this case, I would be
happy to discharge the hearing scheduled for 30 May and fix a later hearing
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administratively, without the need for any appearance on 30 May, on the basis of
emails from parties' solicitors requesting that I take that course.

Sheriff Andrew Miller
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